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COVER STORY – WHAT GOES UP, MUST COME DOWN

My experience of the Freestyle Skiing World
Championships by Lloyd Wallace (B08/13)

everywhere. I trained with the Swiss Team with whom
I’ve been working for a couple of years. The Swiss coach
is one of the best in the business and someone I trust
entirely - hugely important as his instructions to me
whilst I’m in the air are vital in getting me onto my feet
at the end of the jump.
The competition was held at night under floodlights
and there was a massive crowd watching - a huge buzz
of excitement in the whole resort. I was 11th to go on the
start list; so, after pre-competition training I got myself
to the top of the jump site, chucked another layer on to
keep warm and tried to shut out the sound of the
commentator and crowd, whilst mentally preparing for
my jump. On this occasion the pressure worked well for
me, I managed to keep focussed. Two types of triple
twisting double somersaults with a successful landing. I
came 10th in Round One and 9th in Round Two – with
an overall place of 15th in the Championships. I couldn’t
have hoped for better.
2015 has been going really well. I am currently
studying Sports Performance at University of Bath, but
have taken time to compete in Finland, Beijing, Lake
Placid USA, Austria, Minsk Belarus and will finish the
season in Switzerland and Austria.
I don’t know exactly how long I will continue – it is
expensive and difficult without UK funding. That said,
the 2018 Winter Olympics are in my sight and I won’t
give up on my dream yet!

STOP PRESS!

Lloyd won Gold at the Europa Cup
in Switzerland on 15th March.
At the beginning of this year, I competed in the
Freestyle Skiing World Championships in Kreischberg,
Austria, one of the biggest competitions I’ve been to.
Skiing into 4m tall snow ramps, at speeds up to 70 km/h
and getting projected 40 feet into the air, followed by
triple twisting double somersaults. And that’s the easy
bit!
Freestyle Skiing is one of the lesser known winter
Olympic sports and I’ve been doing it since I was 14,
inspired by both my parents who did it back in the 80s
and 90s. There is not much organization or support from
our governing body, British Ski and Snowboard, so we
have to look after our own arrangements. My sister,
Elodie, who is still at King’s, also now competes, so our
holiday this year was both of us competing at the World
Championships – not your average family holiday! We
were the only British competitors selected to compete in
the aerials discipline and our parents were our
accredited coaches as well as being our un-accredited
drivers, cooks, managers and whatever else you can
think of!
The World Championships are always a big deal, easy
to get nervous if you let the pressure get to you.
Hundreds of competitors, security barriers,
accreditations, opening ceremonies, crowds of
thousands of spectators, giant TV screens and TV crews
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Cover page photo : Time lapse photo of Lloyd Wallace (B08/13) at the
Freestyle Skiing World Championships.
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LETTER FROM THE President
Dear fellow Old Brutonians,
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the outgoing President, Ian Stuart, for his dedication and
enthusiasm over the last three years. Ian's belief that the younger members of the OBA should be encouraged
to play a greater part in the activities of the Association has led to a prominent Facebook page and a new
improved website. On that website there are also details of the Apple-growers’ match fixtures to be found.
Sporting-enthusiast young OBs should note that they are actively recruiting new members.
There is an exciting buzz to the School at the moment, not only because of the 800th anniversary of the
signing of Magna Carta but also because of the challenging prospect of 500 years of the School’s existence in
2019. The Headmaster, Ian Wilmshurst, has been given the green light by the Governors to achieve his aim of
commemorating the longevity of the School by the building of a dynamic and innovative new music centre on
the site of the old swimming pool. This will enhance the School and hopefully encourage talented musicians to
consider a career in the very strong music industry in this country.

This is a wonderful project and the OBA Committee has pledged its support to the Headmaster and Gareth
Evans, who will be coordinating the fundraising. The intention is to have the chosen architectural design on
display at this year’s London lunch at the Stationers’ Hall on December 4th. This will be a wonderful
opportunity for the membership to have a preview of the plans for celebrating 2019.
The London Lunch last December was, as ever, very well attended, with new faces amongst the long-term
regulars. It was a great pleasure for me, on that occasion, to be able to thank Jan Juneman for all her years
working as Assistant Secretary to the OBA.
The Lunch in London serves many purposes, not least of which is about renewing old friendships as well as
acquiring new ones across the generations. There was much merriment and laughter over excellent food and
wine. I look forward to seeing everyone again at the Stationers’ Hall later this year with (hopefully) yet more
new attendees.
There are currently two pupils in the School benefiting from OBA scholarships; both are excelling in their
chosen specialisations of, respectively, music and sport. It is very heartening that we have this opportunity to
support talented pupils. I know that they both appreciate the contribution made to them from the Old
Brutonian Association.
This year’s AGM will be held during the morning of June 6th with a luncheon to follow. (Please see the notice
elsewhere in the magazine. There is a cricket match planned for the afternoon plus the possibility of tours of
the School. This will be a great time to show off the School and its achievements to family and friends. I look
forward to seeing as many Old Brutonains as possible at the AGM, as your input and support are vital in the
shaping of the Association.
Here's to my next two years and the 2019 celebrations and best wishes to you all.
Floreat Brutonia!
Kirsten Palmer MA
President, Old Brutonian Association

Please send news and photos to oba@kingsbruton.com
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OLD BRUTONIAN ASSOCIATION
1st OF THE MONTH CLUB

A monthly social gathering of
Old Brutonians.
All OBs and partners welcome
1st Tuesday in the month
(During Term Time)

7pm-8.30pm
in

The Club Room
at the Chapel
High Street, Bruton
BA10 0AE
Come along to catch up with old friends
and make new ones
2015: 5th May; 2nd June; 6th October;
3rd November; 1st December.

Editor’s appeal!

We are always glad to hear news of Old
Brutonians and happy to print updates in the
news sections. Articles for publication need to be
copy ready for insertion, in text or Word format,
not ‘locked’ .pdf please, and generally no more
than 750 words. Scanned items, handwritten
articles, newspaper cuttings or faxes, however
interesting, cannot be easily transcribed. Photos
must be JPEG files at maximum resolution (300
ppi, minimum size of 100mm wide) with details
of any OBs in the photo.
Advertising in The Old Brutonian:
£180 full page; £95 half page; £50 quarter page;
£350 double page. All adverts must be copy ready
for insertion
Due to the Data Protection Act, we no longer
publish addresses, so please contact the OBA
office for details of Old Brutonians.
The email address for all enquiries is
oba@kingsbruton.com

Please check www.oldbrutonians.com for 2016 dates.
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LETTER FROM THE HON. SECRETARY
Dear Old Brutonians,
It’s hard to believe that yet another year has passed since I last sat down to pen my letter for this wonderful
publication. We should all be so grateful to our volunteer Editor, Sally, who (along with Kirsten preparing the
artwork and Gilly gathering the news) remains remarkably patient as some of us delay submitting our
articles until well after the final deadline!
The past twelve months have been busy for all at King’s - for the teaching staff and for the pupils who are
thriving both in the classroom and beyond. My challenge, however, is to try and keep up to date with the
news and adventures of Old Brutonians once they have left the classroom or walked away from the games
field for the final time. At the moment good old Facebook seems to generate information on engagements,
weddings and births, and updates on Gap year adventures, but beyond this it’s almost impossible to gain
details of graduations, careers and changes of address or, more sadly, news of OBs passing away.
Over the past six months we have been trying to update our database and have now finally mastered its
complexities, but to have a really useful system we desperately need your help. To have accurate data we
need you, one and all, to keep us up to date. Please just send an email either to me (rav@kingsbruton.com)
or to Gilly (oba@kingsbruton.com) who has taken over the office administration and has become the
database guru!
I would also like to draw your attention to the changes regarding this year’s AGM. It will take place on
Saturday 6th June at 11.30am in the John Davie Room at King’s, followed by a lunch in the Memorial Hall.
Partners and families are very welcome to join us for lunch and we will arrange tours of your old boarding
house and classrooms with current pupils. There will also be cricket and tennis and match teas to enjoy! See
details on page 4. There will be a small charge for the lunch of £10 per head; please contact the OBA office if
you plan to attend, so we can make plans for the tours and lunch.
We are also pleased to announce that there will be a discount of £15 for OBs under the age of 25 who book
this year’s London Lunch. It's a wonderful occasion, and a real celebration of everything that is so special
about our Association. Let’s try to swell the numbers to over 150 this year, and perhaps welcome more of our
overseas members to the splendid Stationers' Hall, where we can raise the roof with an outstanding rendition
of the School Song! See page 13 for full details.
With the 500th anniversary of King’s approaching fast, it is more important than ever to see OBs of every
vintage returning for events here in Bruton or attending the London Lunch or even organising their own
local events further afield. If any of you would like to contact OB friends in your area, wherever you may be
in the world, for a social gathering, please do tell us and we will endeavour to inform others or publicise your
event on our website. If we have your correct contact details we will be able to notify you of all the
arrangements in good time.
I hope very much, therefore, that we will be inundated with correspondence from around the globe over
the coming weeks. Remember, whether you live within sight of the Dovecote or thousands of miles away, the
OBA needs and wants to hear from you!
With my very best wishes to you all and with the hope of continued and renewed friendships, of exciting
social gatherings and regular reunions.
Rose Vigers - Belgeonne

Please send news and photos to oba@kingsbruton.com
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MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 2014
The Annual General Meeting of the Old Brutonian Association was held in
the Hobhouse Science Building at King’s School, Bruton at 6.00pm on
Saturday 7th June 2014. The President, Mr Ian Stuart, was in the Chair. Also
present were Kirsten Palmer (69/71), Michael West (O49/5), Sally Snook (72/73),
Robert Snook (B62/65), Rose Vigers-Belgeonne (Hon Sec), David Hindley (Hon
Sec 94/2012), John Beauchamp (O44/48), Stuart Musgrove (O47/51), Peter
Rigiani (N73/78), Roger Gallannaugh (O54/57), David Fleming (B72/75), Charlie
White (B97/02), Ed White (B95/00), Mary Stonham-Ask (79/81), Michael
Barnfield (N69/74), David Poulton (P65/70).
Apologies were received from John M Graves (P68/73), Peter Canning (O52-57),
Colin Hughes (L56/61), Sophie Standford-Tuck (W95/97), Jamie Cranfield
(94/99) Mark Dunn (P95/00), John Longman (P62/66), David Dodgen (L66/70),
Peter Phillips (L60/65), Richard Sullivan (N58/62), Michael Heming (O56/59).
1. The Minutes
The Minutes of the last AGM, held on Saturday 8th June 2013 having
been circulated with the Newsletter for 2014, were agreed and signed as
a true record.
2. Matters Arising
There were no matters arising.
3. President’s Items
a. The President reiterated his aims for his presidency: to attract younger
OBs into playing a more active part in the Association; to communicate
more effectively with the membership; to work more closely with the
Friends of King’s School and with the School Foundation.
b. Thanks were given for Sally Snook’s efforts to produce this year’s
excellent edition of The Old Brutonian. To reduce postage costs the
magazine was posted only to OBs in the UK and Europe and published
on the OBA web site. If requested, additional copies have been posted to
additional locations.
c. The Association’s website continues to be greatly appreciated by OBs,
and has improved communication and attendance at OB events.
d. Mark Dunn and Justin Dean both retired from the Committee at this
meeting by rotation and the President wished to register his gratitude
for Justin’s contribution in rebuilding, designing and updating the OBA
website and Mark’s enthusiasm for OB sport and organisation of the
Apple Growers’ fixtures.
4. Hon. Secretary’s Report
a. The Hon Secretary reported that the ‘1st of the Month’ social gatherings
have been very successful and have encouraged OBs of all ages to return
to Bruton from the UK and Europe. No meetings will be held over the
summer. The next meeting after the summer holidays will be on
Tuesday 2nd September.
b. An OB First World War memorial plaque, which was approved by the
committee earlier in the year, is progressing; the font has been
submitted to the church architect for approval.
c. To date 50 copies of the The Old Brutonian have been returned; through
social media, most of the magazines have been redirected and the data
base has been updated. Next year a list of missing OBs will be published
in the magazine.
5. Hon. Treasurer’s Report
a. The Hon Treasurer took the meeting through the accounts for 2014 of
both the Association and the Charitable Trust.
b. The Association and the Charitable Trust are financially in satisfactory
standing. Investments will continue to be monitored.
c. Funds raised at the London Lunch were presented to the Rifles Charity,
Care for Casualties; a letter of appreciation and a certificate has been
presented to the OBA.
d. A deposit has been paid to the Stationers’ Hall for the 2014 London
Lunch.
e. The two OBA scholarships are now distributed more evenly. One will
expire in 2 years and the second in 4 years.
6. The Charitable Trust: Vice-President’s Report
a. 2014 OBA Prize Winners were:
OBA Prize for excellence in GCSE- Callum Thorner
The OBA Progress prizes are awarded to – Kate Pollitt, Harry Harman and
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b.

William Robinson
OBA Scholarships awarded to:
Harry McHugh - Lyon House 4th Form (excellent sportsman)
Lauren Glover - Wellesley House L6th (very talented musician)
London Lunch update: the lunch will be held on Friday 5th December, at
the Stationers’ Hall. Registration will begin next month.

7. Officers and Committee
a. The Hon Secretary, Rose Vigers-Belgeonne agreed to serve for another
year and was duly elected.
b. The Hon Treasurer, Michael West, and the Hon Auditor, John M Graves,
agreed to serve for another year and were duly elected.
c. The Meeting unanimously endorsed the Committee’s recommendation
of two new Committee members, David Dodgen (L66/70), to replace
Justin Dean and Harry Best (L08/12) to replace Mark Dunn who both
retire by rotation.
d. David Fleming (B72/75) was proposed as Vice–President by Kirsten
Palmer and approved by those present at the meeting.
e. Kirsten Palmer was elected as President, she was proposed by Ian Stuart
and seconded by David Hindley (Hon Old Brutonian). Kirsten was
congratulated on becoming the second lady president of the Old
Brutonian Association.
8. AOB
The new President thanked the outgoing President for his contribution to the
Association and presented him with two engraved tankards.
There being no further business, the meeting closed at 6.40pm, and a large
group of OBs attended the Fête Champêtre.

NOTICE OF AGM 2015

The Annual General Meeting of The Old Brutonian Association
will be held in the the John Davie Room on Saturday June 6th
at 11.30am, followed by an informal lunch to which partners
are also invited.
1. to receive the accounts and reports of the Honorary Auditor
acting as an independent examiner for the year ended 31st
December, 2014;
2. to receive the accounts of the Old Brutonian Association
Charitable Trust and the reports of the Trustees and of the
independent examiner for the year ended 31st December, 2014;
3. to elect members of the Committee;
4. to elect an Honorary Secretary for the ensuing year;
5. to elect an Honorary Treasurer for the ensuing year;
6. to appoint an Honorary Auditor to act as an auditor or
independent examiner as appropriate for the ensuing year;

PLEASE NOTE THE DATE AND FORMAT FOR THE MEETING

AGENDA FOR THE 2015 AGM
Apologies
1. Minutes of the last Meeting
2. Matters arising
3. President’s Items
4. Hon. Secretary’s Report
5. Hon. Treasurer’s Report
6. The Charitable Trust: the Vice-President’s Report
7. Officers and Committee:
(a) election of Hon. Secretary for the coming year
(b) election of Hon. Treasurer for the coming year
(c) election of Hon. Auditor
(d) election of two new Committee Members on a
recommendation of Committee
8. A.O.B
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TRANSITION FROM MONASTERY TO MANSION

here have been further
excavations and more
extensive geophysical survey
work (shown above) since my
article which appeared in the 2013
edition of the magazine. In the
summer of 2013 an excavation took
place on Abbey Field which
exposed monastic foundations of
different eras whilst the survey
showed sub-structures extending
right across Abbey Field to Station
Road. In October 2014, excavations
exposed the foundations of a
distinctive part of the great
Berkeley Mansion (see photograph).
This has enabled us to pinpoint the
exact location of the mansion,
something not known since its
demolition in 1786.
The period 1536 until 1546 saw
unprecedented change in England
during which Bruton was as
involved as any town in the country, and the following
gives a picture of what was happening.
The Reformation Parliament sat from the 4th February
until 6th March 1536, so called because it passed a bill to
dissolve all religious houses with an income of less than
‘200 pounds’ (Bruton Abbey was assessed at £439.00 when
it was dissolved). This followed the Ecclesiasticus Valore, a
survey of 1535 by Thomas Cromwell’s four commissioners
who recorded all the land and possessions of the church –
its monasteries, land and property, gold and silver plate.
The survey also found evidence of corruption and
malpractice, just what Cromwell wanted to hear.
Dissolving monasteries was nothing new. Cardinal
Wolsey had dissolved 20 in the east of the country to help
fund his new college at Oxford named after him. Cromwell
had masterminded the whole exercise with great
efficiency. So the writing was on the wall for the Abbot of
Bruton, John Elye who along with his canons accepted
Henry V111 as head of the English Church and not the Pope.
This smoothed the process towards the Abbey’s dissolution
on the 1st April 1539, the Abbot and canons receiving
adequate, if not generous pensions or alternative livings,
John Elye becoming vicar, of Pucklechurch near Bristol. The
Grammar School (King’s) was well established in Old
House with endowments of land to pay the Master and
running costs of the School. But it was ‘closed’ along with
the monastery until re-founded in 1550. I suspect it was
not closed but continued with the help of towns folk and
its original benefactors until it was formally re-founded.
The King had completed his 2 month tour of the West
Country having stayed at Thornbury and Berkeley Castles
and stopping off at ‘Wolf Hall’ in Wiltshire for a brief
dalliance with Jane Seymour. Sir Maurice Berkeley, as a
privy councillor, would have been in the retinue in his own
right but also to assist his father Sir Richard Berkeley to
entertain the King at his family seat. Sir Maurice (born
Please send news and photos to oba@kingsbruton.com

circa 1506) was the second son of Sir Richard and as a
teenager brought up in the household of Thomas
Cromwell. Now at about 30, having been recognised for his
valour on the battlefield and made Henry’s standard
bearer, he would be fully aware of what was happening at
court and in parliament. He would also be aware of
Cromwell’s resolve to acquire and dispose of the monastic
estates on behalf of the crown. Soon his mother would be
a widow and remarry to live with her new husband,
Sir John FitzJames, at Redlynch.
Sir Maurice was thus in the perfect position to acquire a
lease from the crown sometime after the 1st April 1539.
More research is needed into the timing and the extent of
the estate, for he bought it circa 1544 for a sum which
would have been at market value. Cromwell would have
ensured the income from the estate continued to flow into
the royal coffers (probably managed by the lay canons and
estate managers of the former Abbey) whilst allowing
lead to be stripped from the roof of the canons’ quarters so
that those buildings could not be used for religious
purposes.
On entering a lease, Sir Maurice would have occupied
the lavish accommodation created by the first Abbot,
William Gilbert, in 1510 and started to plan the creation of
his country seat. The Earl of Southampton, Sir Thomas
Wriothsley, had done this at Titchfield Abbey in 1537.
Again Sir Maurice is likely to have employed estate
managers from the monastic estate to work the land and
maintain the estate buildings.
At court Cromwell lost the King’s favour and his head.
Queens had either lost their heads or died or been divorced
until Henry died in January 1547 leaving a 10 year old heir
Edward VI. Sir Maurice continued as a privy councillor to
Edward until the King’s premature death in 1553. With his
estate in Bruton Sir Maurice could have ensured the
Grammar School was re-founded and endowed with the
7
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A CONFERENCE
Saturday 4 & Sunday 5 July 2015

A CONFERENCE
Saturday 4 & Sunday 5 July 2015
A non-residential conference in the precinct
of the former Abbey and Berkeley Mansion
Learn about the medieval context of the Augustinian Monastery
and the Bruton branch of the Berkeley family in Tudor England.
Recent fieldwork and geophysical surveys will be presented
and discussed to establish the layout of the two great buildings.

lands returned to the new governors of the School.
Sir Maurice must have been an astute politician to have
survived all the court intrigues. He had married Katherine,
daughter of William, Lord Mountjoy, the head of one of the
richest families in the kingdom. The Boleyns, Seymours,
Norfolks, Suffolks and many others had risen and fallen.
He was a reformist and, as such, the reign of Mary,
Catherine of Aragon’s daughter and a staunch Catholic,
would pose problems. Most likely he spent time in Bruton,
putting into effect his plans, always aware that his
monastery might be reinstated during Mary’s reign. But
she died 5 years after ascending the throne, leaving the
daughter of Anne Boleyn, Elizabeth, to reign for the next
45 years.
So it was back to court as privy councillor and standard
bearer to Elizabeth, a wise ‘old’ man of 52, whilst in Bruton,
work on the mansion would have been progressing.
Retaining what was probably the Abbot's great hall and
kitchen below, building the south wing with its new
entrance, not unlike that of The Earl of Southampton’s
new house or that at Hampton Court. He also had a model
nearby at Barrington Court, built in the new Tudor style
between 1514 and 1548. It was necessary to modify the
south wall of the existing building to allow his new south
wing to be added on. Much of the stone and some timber
would have come from the old abbey, carted a few yards
to the west and fitted in between new stone work for the
doors and windows in the latest Tudor style.
The floor plan was established, extended and added to
over the next two centuries, creating a home fit for King
Charles and his son Charles 11 to stay in during the Civil
War. Sir Maurice lived there with his second wife,
Elizabeth Sands, until he died peacefully, as far as we
know, in 1580. The foundations which we found (see
photograph) relate to a lobby leading onto the west
terrace and is likely to be part of the first phase of
building. The foundation stone under the buttress looks as
though it was a large sill or head stone from the old abbey.
Having finally sited the mansion we can now deduce
the location of the monastic buildings as shown on the
geophysical survey and start the process of drawing up
the outline of the Abbey buildings. The conference on 4th
and 5th July at King’s will bring together a number of
experts who will help us to learn more about the Abbey
and Mansion, and those who lived and worked in these
great buildings.
Roger Gallannaugh. (O54/57)

In the Fitzjames Theatre, King’s School Bruton, BA10 0ED
and Hauser & Wirth Somerset, Durslade Farm, Bruton BA10 0NL
Speakers include:
Dr David Robinson
Dr Robert Dunning
Dr Neil Linford
Richard Broomhead BA
Conference fee £60.00
For further information or to register interest please contact:
Conference organiser Roger Gallannaugh
Plox Studio, Plox, Bruton BA10 0EF
Telephone 01749 814 949
Email brutonabbeyconf@gmail.com
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CLAIM 50% OFF OUR TEAS ONLINE WITH
EXCLUSIVE OLD BRUTONIAN’S DISCOUNT CODE ‘KSB50’

WWW.BIRCHALLTEA.CO.UK/KSB
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ACCOUNTS

OLD BRUTONIAN ASSOCIATION & CHARITABLE
TRUST ABRIDGED REPORTS & ACCOUNTS
The following are abridged reports and accounts of the Association
and its charitable trust for the year ended 31 December 2014. The full
reports and accounts are to be approved by the Committee and
Trustees at their next scheduled meeting. Copies are available from
The Honorary Secretary, Old Brutonian Association, King’s School,
Bruton, Somerset BA10 0ED and will be available at the Association’s
AGM on Saturday 6th June 2015.
ABRIDGED REPORT OF THE ASSOCIATION COMMITTEE
for the year ended 31 december 2014
Objects
The general objects of the Association as contained in the Rules are
to promote union amongst Old Brutonians and to further the
interests of King’s School, Bruton. In particular the Association will
arrange an Annual Lunch in London and Summer Event at the
School, publish an Annual Newsletter (now The Old Brutonian) and
establish and maintain a Charitable Trust for charitable purposes
connected to the Association’s objects.
Committee
At 31 December 2014 the Committee consisted of the Officers:
Kirsten Palmer (69/71) President until 2017, David Fleming (B73/76)
Vice President until 2017, Rose Vigers-Belgeonne (Hon OB, King’s
Staff) Honorary Secretary, Michael West (O49/55) Honorary
Treasurer, and six ordinary members: Sophie Stanford-Tuck
(W95/97) to serve until 2015, Edward White (B95/00) and Dan
Hodder (B97/02) both to serve until 2016, Vincent Capozzoli
(A99/04) to serve until 2017, David Dodgeon (L66/70) and Harry Best
(L08/12) to serve until 2018. Sally Snook (72/73) Editor of The Old
Brutonian and Gilly Bunday (Assistant Secretary) attended
Committee Meetings by invitation.
Under the current Rules two ordinary members of the Committee
are elected each year for a term of four years. Ordinary members are
not eligible for re-election until the year following that in which
they retire. At the Annual General Meeting on 7th June 2014, Mark
Dunn (P95/00) and Justin Dean (L87/90) retired by rotation and
David Dodgeon (L66/70) and Harry Best (L08/12) were elected in
their stead. David Fleming (B73/76) was elected as Vice President.
Membership
85 members joined the Association during 2014. The Association
was notified of the deaths of 17 members during 2014.
Activities
Promotion of union among Old Brutonians
The Annual General Meeting and the Fête Champêtre (held in
conjunction with The Friends of King’s School) were held on 7th
June 2014. 17 members attended the meeting at which the affairs
of the Association were reviewed and discussed, and Officers and
Committee members elected. The annual reunion lunch in London
was held at Stationers’ Hall on 5th December 2014 and was
attended by just over 100 members. The Headmaster, Ian
Wilmshurst, Deputy Headmaster, Gareth Evans, Senior Warden,
Anthony Palmer, and Colin and Jan Juneman were guests of the
Association. Kirsten Palmer and Gilly Bunday (newly appointed
Assistant Secretary) made the arrangements for the lunch. The
reunions in Bristol continued and ‘The First Tuesday of the Month
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Club’ in Bruton continues on a regular basis – all details promoted
on the OBA website.
The Committee maintained contact with the Apple Growers
Sports Club, which is run by Old Brutonians principally for Old
Brutonians, and the Old Brutonian Golf Society continues to
flourish.
The fifty-fourth annual Newsletter (The Old Brutonian) was
despatched to members for whom addresses were known in May
2014. The Old Brutonian was edited by Sally Snook and David
Hindley. Increasing use is being made of the Association’s website
www.oldbrutonians.com. which was created by Justin Dean
(L87/90). An Old Brutonian Sports and Social Facebook group now
has a membership of over 500 people.
Furthering the interests of the School
There are currently no Old Brutonians specifically representing the
Association on the Council of the Friends of King’s School, Bruton.
Rose Vigers-Belgeonne is no longer President of the Friends of
King’s but she and Peter Phillips (L60/65) continue as members.
Two Old Brutonians are currently serving on the Governing Body
of the School.
Finance
In the year ending 31 December 2014 the Association had incoming
resources of £18,120. Resources expended amounted to £19,844 and
the value of investments increased by £15,438. Overall net assets
decreased to £150,954. This account shows the anticipated cost of
future bursary payments as a liability. Further details are given in
the abridged accounts below.
Appreciation
The Committee is extremely grateful to those members of the
Association who have served as past and present members of the
Committee, the representatives of the Association on outside bodies,
the Honorary Auditor, the editor of the Newsletter and the
organisers of the Bruton events and meetings, the London Lunch,
the regional reunions and increasingly varied and numerous
sporting activities. Without the assistance of all these members the
Association would be unable to fulfil its objects.
OLD BRUTONIAN ASSOCIATION

Statement of Financial Activities for the year ended 31 December 2014

Incoming resources		
Subscriptions		
Investment income		
Other		
Total incoming resources		

2014
£
16,800
4,214
(2,894)
18,120

2013
£
19,740
4,175
(4,108)
19,807

Resources expended
Newsletter publication		
Donations
Administration		
Other		
Total resources expended

6,034
4,214
8,729
866
19,844

8,094
4,175
8,270
1,147
21,686

Net incoming resources		
Gain (loss) on investments
Net movement in funds		
Fund as at 1 January
Fund as at 31 December		

(1,724)
15,437
13,714
137,240
150,954

   (1,879)
25,950
24,071
113,169
137,240
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ACCOUNTS
Balance Sheet at 31 December 2014

Long-term assets
Investments		
Total long term investments		

2014
£
162,352
162,352

2013
£
146,914
146,914

Current assets
Deposits		
Debtors		
Bank		
Total current assets

1,225
6,285
10,257
17,767

1,224
3704
   9,771
14,699

Current liabilities
Creditors due in less than one year
Total current liabilities		

21,165
21,165

    11,373
11,373

(3,398)

3,326

8000

          13,000

Net assets		

150,954

137,240

Total fund		

150,954

137,240

Net current assets		
Long term liabilities
Creditors due in more than one year

ABRIDGED REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES OF THE CHARITABLE
TRUST FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2014
Trustees
The current trustees are the Officers of the Association, Kirsten
Palmer, Michael West and Rose Vigers-Belgeonne.
Objects
The objects of the Trust are set out in the Trust deeds. In
summary they include the relief of poverty amongst former
pupils of King’s School, Bruton and their immediate dependants,
the provision of scholarships to pupils at the School, prizes based
on educational merit to pupils or former pupils, and awards to
pupils showing outstanding ability in art, drama, music, sport or
leadership, and such other related charitable purposes as the
trustees unanimously agree.
Activities
There are currently two Old Brutonian scholars.
Donations
The donations received in respect of 2014 amounted to £3531.
This includes the benefit of any tax reclaim under Gift Aid. The
trustees gratefully acknowledge these donations, and also the
legacy of £1000 from Alan Drane (N38/40) received early in 2014.
Accounts
The statement of Financial Activities discloses net incoming
resources of £9,158 for the year 2014. Expenditure: Nil. The
accounts now incorporate items relating to the future cost of
bursaries. Total current assets rose to £60,312. As the Trust is a
charity no provision for taxation is required.

Please send news and photos to oba@kingsbruton.com

Independent Examiner
The trustees record their thanks to John M Graves (P68/73) for
his past help as Independent Examiner of the Trust’s accounts.
We are not required to have an independent examiner but
would be very pleased if any Old Brutonian would like to
undertake this duty.

OLD BRUTONIAN ASSOCIATION CHARITABLE TRUST
Registered Number: 284570
Statement of Financial Activities for the year ended 31 December 2014
		
		

Unrestricted Endowment
Fund
Fund

Incoming resources
Donations		
Investment income		
Total incoming resources

£

2,906
5,627
8,533

£

Total
2014
£

625
3,351
         -         5,627
625
9,158

Resources expended
Charitable expenditure:				
Grants payable		
         Total resources expended
-

Total
2013
£

1,850
  5,090
6,940

       -

-

Net incoming resources
Gain/(loss) on investments
Net movement in funds
Funds as at 1 January		

8,533        625
(10)  
    (7)
8,524
618
52,535      13,273

9,158
(16)
9,142
65,808

6940
    4597
11,537
54,271

Funds as at 31 December

61,059

74,950

65,808

Total
2014
£

Total
2013
£

27,639
         27,639

27,655
  27,655

13,891

Balance Sheet at 31 December 2014

		

Long-term assets
Investments		
Covenanted receipts		
Total long-term assets		
Current assets
Deposits		
Debtors 		
Cash at bank		
Total current assets		
Creditors: under 1 year		
Net current assets		
Total assets
less current liabilities		
Creditors: amounts
beyond 1 year		

Unrestricted
Fund
£

16,358
16,358
16,802
23,880
17,018
57,701
(5,000)
52,701
69,059

Endowment
Fund
£

11,280
        11,280

2,611
19,413
19,053
23,880
23,721
        -        17,018      14,556
2,611
60,312
57,330
   -   (5,000)
(6,177)
2,611
55,312
51,153
13,891

82,950

78,808

(8,000)

         -

(8,000)

(13,000)

Net assets		

61,059

13,891

74,950

65,808

Funds		

61,059

13,891

74,950

65,808
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The london Lunch

OLD BRUTONIAN LONDON LUNCHEON
FRIDAY, 5th DECEMBER, 2014

A

fter three years at Lord’s cricket
ground (two of them in the
magnificent Long Room), the
London Lunch returned to the City –
specifically The Stationers’ Hall, a short
walk from St Paul’s Cathedral.
Although damaged severely in the
Blitz, the Hall has been carefully
restored and now rates as one of the
most beautiful livery halls in
London. In contrast to the Long
Room, which is full of light, the
Stationers’ banqueting room is
dark-panelled and hung with heraldic
banners, the essence of stateliness and
formality.
Stateliness and formality are not,
however, the main constituents of
most Old Brutonian gatherings, where
a relaxed affability is the more usual
mood. We gathered initially for a prelunch drink which allowed friends to
make contact and places to be found
for particular groups at the refectory
tables running the length of the hall.
Grace was said by former President,
Chris Rhys-Jones, and then we fell to. I
always enjoy recording this bit because
menus nowadays often aspire to the
poetic. Thus we began with herb-crusted
duck rillette, cauliflower cream,
marinated figs and a savoury granola.
That was followed by breast of guinea
fowl, nestling beside a pressed
potato and bacon terrine, cider
poached onions and some
resolutely unpoetic Brussels
sprouts. The final exotic flourish
was Arriba Ecuadorian chocolate
cake with Irish Cream parfait and
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The london Lunch

crème fraiche. I can’t remember
what wine we drank but there was
plenty of it.
The Loyal Toast was proposed
by our new President, Kirsten
Palmer. In the toast (Our Guests)
and speech that ensued, Kirsten
welcomed the Association’s
guests and then went on to
thank three OBs who had
given notably loyal service to
the Association. Jan Juneman
was presented with a specially
commissioned silver dolphin
brooch and a bouquet of flowers in
acknowledgment of many years’
devotion to the School (as Headmaster’s
secretary) and to the OBA as its Assistant
Secretary. Mark Dunn received an
engraved tankard in recognition not only
of his term on the Committee but
also as an outstanding promoter of
OBA sport. There was an engraved
tankard too for Justin Dean who has
masterminded the creation of the
very smart new OBA website.
In replying to the toast, Ian
Wilmshurst, the Headmaster,
concentrated on plans for 2019 when
the School will celebrate its five
hundred years of existence. To mark
that great milestone, the aim is to build
something comparable with the Memorial
Hall, constructed in 1919 to commemorate
both the fallen of the Great War and the
School’s four hundredth birthday. A new
Music School is planned, to be
constructed behind Old House on the
site of the now defunct swimming
pool. In addition to practice rooms it
will house a hundred-seat auditorium for
concerts. A Royal visit and a service in St
Paul’s Cathedral would be the highlights
of the year. To achieve this ambition, it will
be necessary to raise something in the
region of a million pounds, and Gareth
Evans, currently the Deputy Headmaster
will be spearheading the campaign.
Gareth then proposed the toast, Floreat
Brutonia, recording, with infectious
enthusiasm and characteristic humour, the
great success that the School was currently
enjoying, not least in waiting lists for each
of the boys’ houses for 2015.
Proceedings ended with the customary
joyful murdering of Carmen Brutoniense
and Jerusalem, sure signs that
everyone present had had a thoroughly
satisfactory time.
David Hindley
Please send news and photos to oba@kingsbruton.com

the 2015
London Lunch

Please note that the 2015
London Lunch will be held at

Stationers' Hall,
Ave Maria Lane,
London, EC4M 7DD

on Friday 4th December at noon
The cost is £90.00 (£75 for under 25s)
www.oldbrutonians.com
e-mail:oba@kingsbruton.com
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1940s
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Darrell HAMLEY (N40/44) last year
celebrated his 65th Wedding
Anniversary. Many congratulations
from the OBA to both Darrell and his
wife, Jo.
John THORPE (O49/51) writes that
most Monday and Thursday
afternoons he can be found with
Richard Whitham (B60/64) playing
golf at Parkstone. Richard still plays
his guitar. Although they were in
different houses, they did share the
same Housemaster – John Tyndall.

1950s
Christopher BRAY (P52/55) is living in
Queensland. He is still in touch with a
few “old pals from KSB”, namely
George Watson, ‘Charlie’ Coombes
and Robert Baker. He writes that in
his youth he had five novels and the
odd short story published by
Heinemann but has taken up writing
again and has recently had his first
non-fiction book published.
Michael PEARCE (N/L53/57) is now
celebrating 10 years of retirement and
is thoroughly enjoying playing with
his vintage tinplate trains in the
winter months and his vintage cars
when it’s a little warmer in the
Summer. His grandchildren all enjoy
that too.
Living on the Isle of Man means it is
not easy for him to visit King’s very
often, but he, on occasion, has had a
wander round when visiting
Somerset. He writes that “lots has
changed since the 1950s and again
some things are still exactly the
same”.
Richard PINEO (N53/58) is still living
in Oxfordshire and managing Five
Star Events which arranges golf
events for charity. So far there have
been 121 tournaments with £90,000
raised for 15 local Charities. Each year
a Celebrity supports Five Star and last
November they welcomed Richard
Ellison from Millfield School. Needless
to say, Richard plays a lot of golf, at
Frilford Heath golf club and other
clubs in Oxfordshire.
14

David VIVIAN (O55/59) is living in
Cornwall having retired after
spending 18 years as Headmaster of
Pirton JMI in Hertfordshire.

John MOLE (O55/56) wrote that he
had recently had a book published
entitled Treatment; a sequence of
poems which monitors a personal
response to a course of chemotherapy.
Dr Sam Guglani, Consultant
Oncologist & Curator of Medicine
Unboxed described his book thus:
“This book stunningly illuminates the
human experience of illness beyond
the reach of any scanner. Meditative,
revelatory and humbling, in a health
service struggling to care, this is
required reading for all health
professionals”. Treatment is available
for £6.00 (including p&p) from
Shoestring Press, 19 Devonshire
Avenue, Beeston, Nottingham NG9
1BS.) Or, for the same price, from John
Mole, 11 Hill Street, St. Albans, Herts
AL3 4QS (with £1.50 going to
Macmillan Nurses).
Jeremy (Jerry) PONTIN (N56/60) is
now working three days a week as a
Chartered Surveyor with national
land agents Smith Gore in their
Petworth offices just five miles away
from his home in the village of
Sutton. He would welcome any OB
visitors anytime. He has been
married for 46 years, has three
children and now two grandchildren.
He is in regular contact with other
OBs John and Jamie Wood, Anton
Schooley, Chris Noel, Paul Dalby,
Hugh Diment and Colin Connor
(who lives in Australia). He has also
recently met OB Anthony Ball who is
now a C of E Canon. He says how
much he enjoyed last year’s Fete
Champetre at King’s and can
thoroughly recommend the evening
which highlights the many musical
talents of today’s pupils.
Please note however that there will
not be a Fête Champêtre in 2015,
though there will be one in 2016.
John SANDERS (O56/61) went to
Trinity Hall Cambridge. He has just
released his fourth feature film
Back to the Garden which opened at
Curzon Mayfair last March and

cinemas around the country. The film
website is www.backtothegardenfilm.
co.uk. He lives in London, is married
to the actress Anna Mottram and
they have three children.
Richard ELLIS (N58/61) has been
living in Edinburgh since 1974 and has
developed his own training business
in communication/presentation skills.
He has become a keen hickory golf
player, dresses up to play Dylan
Thomas, adjudicates drama festivals
and still plays the occasional game of
cricket. (Rellis.consultancy@virgin.net).

1960s
Tony DAINTRY (B61/66)

writes to say that he left England in
1968 and returned to his roots in the
Far East to seek his fortune, which, to
date, has eluded him financially, but
has rewarded him in many other
ways. He spent his first three years as
a Marine Police Inspector in Hong
Kong, which paid for his ticket out
East and provided a fair amount of
excitement, before joining an old
family company of wines and spirits
merchants in Hong Kong. He was
promptly posted to Japan and ended
up, ten years later, as Managing
Director of the Malaysian operation,
but then unfortunately the family
company was sold to a Multinational.
He stayed within the industry in a
number of different companies and in
various senior management positions
in Asia and the Sub Continent. Ten
years ago he decided to focus on the
travel retail business and now acts as
a consultant for British brands. He
travels extensively around Asia and
commutes between his two homes in
Singapore and Sweden. His first
mildly scatological novel, written on
The Old Brutonian 2015 - www.oldbrutonians.com
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THE BRUTON MAGNA CARTA

A 1297 copy of Magna Carta was discovered in the School
archives by History master, Tom Tremlett in the 1930s.
Bought from the School in 1952 by the Australian
government, it is creating fresh excitement as part of the
800th anniversary celebrations of the English-speaking
world’s most famous document.
Richard Murison
(N45/50), who died in
2012, lived in Canberra,
and his great
achievement in
retirement was to be
instrumental in the
inception, planning and
building of the Magna
Carta monument in
Langton Place, Canberra.
Sited close to the
National Library of
Australia, this
monument was the
Australia-Britain
Society’s offering to
mark the centenary of
Federation in 2001.
That former King’s
School copy is to be
removed from the glass
case it currently
occupies at Parliament
House, Canberra for the
first time in more than 50 years. Conservation experts
will then re-examine, digitise and rehouse the
document in a new setting in the Parliament building.
King’s sold the copy, now described as “priceless”, to
Australia for £12,500 after the British Museum failed to
meet the asking price in 1951.

The following background story has
appeared in Australian newspapers:
The Magna Carta – Latin for 'great charter' – was drawn
up in June 1215 as a peace treaty between England's King
John and his rebellious barons. It established the
principle of trial by jury and that everyone, King
included, was subject to the rule of law. It has come to be
regarded as the foundation document of English
constitutional law and a cornerstone of democracy.
The Magna Carta was reissued, with some changes, a
number of times in the 13th century. Australia's
Inspeximus copy of Magna Carta was issued in the reign
of Edward 1 in 1297 and is one of only 23 or 24 that survive
and can claim status as 'original' Magna Cartas.
Only two exist outside England; the other sold in 2007
for over $20 million at auction in the United States. The
Australian Magna Carta, which is 43 centimetres wide
and 47 centimetres long, was written in Latin in ink on
vellum by a scribe known as Hugh of Yarmouth and sent
to the sheriff of Surrey. Crease marks are visible where
Please send news and photos to oba@kingsbruton.com

the document had been folded and moisture damage has
blurred some of the text, although it is still clearly legible.
A royal wax seal, which had been broken and repaired,
hangs from the bottom by a pink and green cord.
At some stage in its history, the parchment was
transferred from Surrey to Somerset but mystery shrouds
its whereabouts until it
turned up in the 1930s at
King's School, Bruton – as
legend has it, in a school
desk. It was offered for
sale to the British
Museum in 1951, but the
Museum failed to meet
the asking price.
Australia's chief
librarian at the time,
Harold White, grabbed
the opportunity to secure
the Magna Carta for the
national collection and
persuaded then Prime
Minister Robert Menzies
to authorise its purchase
for £12,500. It arrived in
Australia by ship in
November 1952 and was
eventually sealed by the
CSIRO in an air-tight
glass and metal
container before going
on display in 1961 in King's Hall at Old Parliament House.
It was moved to the new Parliament House in 1988, and
in 2009 was placed in a more prominent position with
enhanced interpretation and security.
"There are quite a few things we don't know about its
construction," said Justine Van Mourik, acting director of
the art collection at the Department of Parliamentary
Services. "We're hoping with modern technology to get it
out of the case and learn more about it.
"It's been in this case – this non-oxygen environment –
for 50 years but before that it existed for the better part
of 700 years in oxygen," Ms Van Mourik explained. "So
we're not actually sure any more that this is the best
environment for it. Certainly the ones in England live in
an oxygen environment – they don't live in one of these
cases anymore."
Ms Van Mourik is expecting there will be some
trepidation when the case is finally unlocked but believes
it will be "an absolutely wonderful moment". She added:
"We really want to redesign an enclosure where people
can inspect it, where you can read the writing and you
can be close to one of the foundation documents of
constitutional and parliamentary government."
The Magna Carta will also be at the centre of events at
Parliament House during Enlighten 2015 in Canberra, and
will be celebrated on a new coin being designed by the
Royal Australian Mint.
15
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airplanes, between bad airline meals
and rough red wine, was published
last year.

office) and Treasurer from 1987 to
1992.

Tim PEARSON (N62/65) is currently
living in Canberra where he has been
since arriving with the Australian
Army after a tour in South Vietnam.
After leaving the Army in 1971 he
went into business and, amongst
many other things developed two
Merino sheep stations. He regularly
travels within SE Asia, has a
Vietnamese wife and is delighted to
have been recently ‘found’ by the OBA
having been ‘lost’ for a while.
George O’GRADY (N62/66) earlier
this year confirmed that he has asked
the board of Directors of the PGA
European Tour to find a successor to
him as Chief Executive. George, who
will remain in the position until his
successor takes office, became only
the third Chief Executive in the
European Tour’s history and has been
in the chair since January 2005. He
has been with the tour for over 40
years and during this time he has
been instrumental in its development. In his role as Chief Executive,
he has led a number of key initiatives
including the implementation of The
Race to Dubai and the Final Series,
overseeing the significant growth of
The Ryder Cup, securing TV and
sponsorship agreements, helping the
progress which saw golf reinstated in
the Olympic Games, and instigating
strong relationships with golfing
bodies and fellow Tours across the
globe.

1970s
Hubert DOGGART (Hon OB/former
Headmaster 72/85) has written a
book entitled Cricket’s Bounty – a
book in prose and verse on cricket
and cricketers over a period of nearly
60 years. In addition to his teaching
career during which he was
Headmaster of King’s between 1972
and 1985, Hubert Doggart has been in
demand as a player, coach,
administrator, a regular speaker and
an occasional writer. He played for
MCC in East Africa in 1958, and
Captained MCC in the Argentine and
Brazil the following year. He became
President of MCC in 1981/82 (the only
serving Headmaster to have held this
16

The0 went on to work as an airframe
stress engineer with Airbus and
AugustaWestland. He is now
fulfilling a long held ambition to gain
a private pilot’s licence. He is married
to Catherine and lives near Wells.
Jeremy VINCENT (O75/79) writes that
last year he qualified as a
psychoanalytic psychotherapist and
is now a member of the British
Psychoanalytic Council.

1980s

His book is available from the Lord’s
shop or directly from Hubert Doggart
(doggo@doggarts.freeserve.co.uk).
Patrick VICKERY (O72/75) writes that
he is about to have his second book
published, covering his travels in
Southern Ireland, Southern England
and the Scottish Highlands.
Nick HUNTER (O72/77) After a career
in Finance, Nick decided to leave his
position of Finance Director of an
international Pharmaceutical
Company to escape the office and
celebrate life by travelling the world
and is very happy to recommend this
to those who just dream of doing the
same. The motto for him of Carpe
Diem is therefore so appropriate! See
marriages on page 24.
Simon JONES (L73/78) has recently
completed the manufacture and
supply of artwork to the iconic new
build Four Seasons Hotel in Bahrain,
which is currently the tallest tower in
the Kingdom of Bahrain. This
prestigious contract has been a
significant boost for his company
House of Talbot Ltd, who work chiefly
with designers, architects and
procurement companies within the
hospitality industry. Simon is always
keen to hear from OBs and can be
contacted through his website www.
houseoftalbot.co.uk
Theo ROBERTS (L74/79) After
obtaining a degree in Mechanical
Engineering and subsequently
qualifying as a Chartered Engineer.

Kate PANGBOURNE (80/83)
continues to work in academic
research at the University of
Aberdeen. Most of her work is
focused on sustainable travel
behaviour, and she is now in the
Department of Computing Science,
working on journey planning apps,
having moved from Geography and
Environment in 2013. She would be
interested to hear from people in the
sustainability/transport field. Her
youngest child is now 10 and
enjoying musical success, having
been selected for the junior corps of
the National Boys’ Choir of Scotland
and her oldest is 17 and doing his A
levels at Strathallan. He is keen on
stage management and starting to
worry about what happens after
school. She writes that she will be
turning 50 this year and she intends
to celebrate for as long as possible!
She would love to hear from any OBs
from 1980/83 with ideas of how to
celebrate such a milestone.
(k.pangbourne@abdn.ac.uk)
Edward LAZENBY (N81/84)

is currently owner and MD of awardwinning EJ Lazenby Contracts Ltd
(Since 1990). He writes that his
The Old Brutonian 2015 - www.oldbrutonians.com
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fascination with concrete originated
at school…don't ask! Ed remains very
local to Bruton.
His family of six and his growing
business are based in Yeovil, whilst
his daughter Grace, is now at
Hazlegrove. Ed travels all over the UK
and Europe and is occasionally seen at
the new London Showroom. Since
leaving King's he definitely has grand
designs of his own! (See back page ad)
Tom ALLEN (P81/86) has recently
been appointed Queen's Counsel. He
practises in London and his area of
expertise is Domestic and
International Criminal Law, including
bribery, corruption, fraud, health and
safety and homicide.

Andrew BARNETT (N81/86) As
Director of the UK Branch of the
Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation,
Andrew has been appointed to the
committee of Healthwatch England to
help represent the views of patients,
care users and the public at a national
level.
Andrew is one of six new committee
members joining Healthwatch
England and will be looking to build
on the strong foundations laid by the
outgoing members who have seen
Healthwatch network through its first
year. Prior to joining the Calouste
Gulbenkian Foundation in 2007,
Andrew was Director of Policy
Development and Communications
for the Joseph Rowntree Foundation.

Prior to this, he held a variety of
senior communications roles with the
UK Sports Council and the National
Consumer Council. He is also a board
member of Collaborate and the Social
Innovation Exchange (SIX) and a
trustee of Addaction, the UK’s leading
specialist drug and alcohol treatment
charity.
Guy GRYSPEERDT (L83/88) was
headhunted by Bridgewater from a
role in Sydney in 2012 and is currently
living in Connecticut. Bridgewater is
the largest and most successful hedge
fund in the work. After 2 years
heading up their Business Resilience
programme he was asked to join a
former colleague at GE Corporate with

Commemorative Kneelers

Valerie Norton
(wife of former Blackford Housemaster)

As an amateur military Historian, my husband has
guided me around many fields of conflict throughout
Europe and particularly Northern France. The
poignant sight of rows of white gravestones provided
by the Commonwealth War Graves Commission has
moved us both greatly. Together with Andrew Leach,
we have visited the graves and memorials of all of the
Old Brutonians who are buried in Northern France and
Belgium. So many were so young, not much older
than the wonderful young men we cared for in
Blackford House for 17 years.
On one of many visits to Ypres, we visited St
George’s Church, dedicated to the fallen and we were
so impressed by the many wonderful regimental
memorial kneelers which add great beauty and
dignity to the church.
As the 100th anniversary of the start of the First
World War was approaching, we were increasingly
aware of the great sacrifices made by 54 Old
Brutonians in that conflict, all over the world, who are

Please send news and photos to oba@kingsbruton.com

recorded on the plaque in the Memorial Chapel and
decided to commemorate them in a special way so
that they would be remembered in St Mary’s Church,
Bruton, by all.
The kneeler project was designed and completed for
WWI, each kneeler bearing the names and regimental
insignia of six Old Brutonians.
With the anniversary of the end of WWII
approaching in 2015, it was decided to extend the
project to the Old Brutonians who gave their lives in
the Second World War – sixty of them – with similar
kneelers and these were designed and completed by
Remembrance Day 2014. We also lost Ben Ross in
Afghanistan in 2009 and have created a unique
kneeler for him.
At the back of the church there are Books of
Remembrance giving details of each of the young men
who died in these conflicts, their service history and
their families, together with their photograph and a
photograph of their headstone, which is now their
memorial in the field.
Andrew Leach has been a wonderful source of help
and information and Judy Gallannaugh has
contributed hugely to the making of the kneelers and I
thank them both most warmly.
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George Pointon-Taylor (N94/96)

Running for Charity

I spent a lot of my time at King’s playing one sport or
another, but running, especially long distances, has
never really been my forte. As a personal challenge I
thought I’d give the Cheltenham Half marathon a go;
they say everyone has a half marathon in them.
Initially it was just a fitness challenge, but my reasons
for running soon took on a different meaning when
before Christmas 2013, our daughter Beatrice was
suddenly taken very ill. My wife Gemma took her to
Warwick Hospital and from there she was rushed to
Birmingham Children's Hospital. She went downhill fast
but the problem, an intussusception (where the gut
telescopes in on itself creating a blockage), was
diagnosed and she was treated quickly.
At not quite 8 months old she had to undergo surgery
to rectify the problem. We spent 5 long days at the
hospital until she was released, just in time to spend our
responsibility for Global Business
Resilience, Crisis Management and
Supply Chain Security, as an Assistant
Chief Security Officer. He and his
family are enjoying life in the USA
and ski most weekends in the winter
with some sailing in the summer. He
would love to catch up with any OBs
in the US. (guy@gryspeerdt.net)
James PETRIE (O83/88) is now
Deputy Head at The British School of
Barcelona.
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1st family Christmas together.
Running the half marathon therefore struck me as an
opportunity to raise some money and say thank you to
the wonderful staff at the hospital that took care of our
little girl. When you praise the staff they almost dismiss
it and just tell you, "it's my job", but the way they care
can't be taught, and I can’t speak highly enough of them.
These nurses and doctors are angels who often show a
level of care over and above the call of duty. Along with
the support of our family and friends they helped us
through a dark time and I wanted to show whatever
gratitude I could.
Beatrice has made a full recovery but will carry a scar
that will fade in time. Thankfully she won't remember a
thing but we know what she went through and will
never forget.
After training hard I came to enjoy running a lot more
than I thought I would, and come 7th September felt
reasonably prepared. I had, however, never made the
magic 13 miles in all of my training, so I saved this
distance for race day! I ended up with a lot more energy
in reserve than I thought, and finished in a respectable
2.03:46. The last 3 miles were actually the most enjoyable,
despite being the toughest, as for the first time during
the race I really thought about why I was running and
had a renewed focus.
Everyone loves a happy ending. Beatrice will be 2 in
May and she’s full of the joys of life as any toddler should
be and we continuously count our blessings. She also loves
running, but I don’t think I’ve got competition just yet!
I’ll be running the 2015 Cheltenham Half, since I now
have a time to beat, and fundraising for Birmingham
Children’s Hospital once more. It’s only when you need
the NHS that you realise how invaluable they really are,
and how they save and change lives. Donations make
such a huge difference to what they can offer patients,
and I’m proud to have been able to raise £1,375 for my
2014 run. This far exceeded any of my expectations and
also showed me not to underestimate people’s
generosity.
King’s taught me many things; long distance running
probably wasn’t one of them in fairness, but resilience
and determination to succeed were, and I needed them
for all 13.1 miles.

James MCKINLAY (L87/92) has been
living in Los Angeles for the last eight
years where he is working as an
Executive Producer in the Television
Entertainment industry. He is
married with three children, Louis (10)
and twins Millie and Bella (7).
Angus SWAINSON (P88/93) is living
in Auckland, New Zealand, where,
after working for Sky Television for
six years, he is now the GM of
Media for the Meteorological

Service of New Zealand.
He and his wife, Karen, have two
children, Holly and Edwin.
Tim HODGSON (O88/93) left London
four years ago and is now living in
Bedfordshire. He has two children,
Isabella (6) and Harry (4).
James DAWSON (N89/94) currently
works for ONEPOST, is happily
married and has two boys and the
recent addition of a little girl.
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James DEAN (L89/92) is married to
Katie and they have a daughter,
Maisie (4) and a son, Rufus (1). He is
currently Assistant Headteacher for
Teaching and Learning in
Christchurch, Dorset.
Gary CHENG (O89/93) is currently
working and living in Dubai. He
would love to hear from Old
Brutonians/teachers in the UAE/Qatar
(gary_sk_cheng@yahoo.com).
Congratulations to trainer Warren
GREATREX (N89/93) on his win at
Cheltenham this year. His horse Cole
Harden won the World Hurdle,
beating the favourite into second
place. A real triumph for a young
trainer who is doing very well and
one to watch in the future.
Douglas MCKENZIE (L89/94) is
currently working at Long Harbour
Ltd in London. He and his wife (Beth)
live in Surbiton, with Max (8), Kitty (6)
and Eliza (1).

Ed Briggs (P97/02)

Ben MCLEOD (O89/94) After
several years enjoying life and golf
in St Andrews and running an
independent group of restaurants,
Ben took the plunge to return to
education (via a spell last summer
managing the Long Room at Lord's
where he came into contact with
Fraser Stewart and several other
OBs during the Tests!) and is
currently completing a PGCE in
Secondary History at the Institute
of Education in London.
He has secured a job teaching
History (from September) at Epsom
College (nice symmetry considering
Tony Beadles was his Headmaster
at Bruton and left to lead Epsom
himself).
He is also maintaining his
Scottish links by continuing to
organise the annual Chariots of Fire
Beach Race in St Andrews (www.
runthedream.co.uk) and would
heartily encourage OBs up to
compete alongside a round or two
of golf!

Robin FORESTIER-WALKER (P91/96)
who was 'Our Man in Ukraine' in last
year's Old Brutonian, gave us a recent
update:
As of April 2015, there is no genuine
ceasefire between Ukrainian forces
and well-armed rebels in Eastern
Ukraine. I was last in Ukraine in
October but the conflict today
looks familiar - more fighting and
stalemate. Over 6000 people have
now lost their lives. This looks like a
proxy war: the West pressures
Russia with sanctions, while Russia
answers back, signing for example
integration treaties with
breakaway territories the world
doesn't recognise, in Georgia. There,
where I live, some have volunteered
to fight alongside Ukrainians on
the front lines. They see this as an
existential struggle between
European values and the Kremlin's.

Returning to Bruton

If school is just preparation for adult life, returning
would be a mistake. To dwell on the past and wallow in
nostalgia would imply that you are dissatisfied with
your present lot and disillusioned with your future
goals. But Bruton was more than training for life - it
was a solid foundation of principles and character on
which a life could be built. When I came back this
Spring, after 13 years away, I found that the virtues and
values that KSB sought to cultivate in me were worth
returning to.
Nigel ‘The Rev’ Wilson-Brown was kind enough to
invite me back to speak in chapel and then to be part of
the Lenten Address team. It was a real pleasure to be
back in such a familiar place, with so many familiar
faces among the staff. I was surprised, and quietly
Please send news and photos to oba@kingsbruton.com
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pleased, how little had changed.
Having grown up in a Naval family and been part of
the RN section at KSB, it probably wasn’t a big surprise
when I joined the Royal Navy as a Warfare Officer in
2009. But it was a real pleasure to get an opportunity to
bring back some of what I had started learning about
leadership in those days with the CCF. Organising a
series of challenges for the cadets which tested their
navigational, problem solving and team-working skills
was an especial highlight for me during the Lenten
Addresses.
Although I originally came to Bruton thinking myself
a Christian, I assumed that simply meant that I believed
in God, went to church and generally stuck to the rules.
Then ‘The Rev’ arrived as the new Chaplain and
surprised a lot of us by presenting Christianity as a
relationship, not a religion. Like so much in life it turns
out that it’s less what you know and more who you
know!
So when I returned this term, it was as a Christian
minister in training, with the confidence to be able to
tell the congregation in St. Mary’s that same message
which I had heard there all those years before and
which has formed the foundation of my life since.
Coming back has helped remind me about those
things I always held dear since my time as a pupil principles of leadership and faith. These were the
same principles I was privileged to bring back, with a
few years of added experience to back them up, to
show that foundations like these are not to be left
behind, but built on.
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Greetings from Denise von Rogall (W01/03)

I’m Denise from Germany. I stayed in Wellesley House
from 2001-2003. After passing my A- Levels I went back
home to Frankfurt where I applied for an
“apprenticeship” in the hotel business, which is a 3 year
training of practical and education study, to get work
experience in the job and the theoretical part in school.
In Germany we have this kind of education for every job
in our country; we call it “Ausbildung” or “Lehre”. My
A-Levels were credited so I could shorten the training to
2 years and I started 3 weeks after returning from the
UK, again far away from home, at the Nordsee on a wee
island called Juist. During these two years I experienced
all the different departments and learned everything
from scratch. I worked in housekeeping, the laundry,
food and beverage service, in the restaurant, bar,
banqueting and kitchen, I also had a look at accounts,
human resources and childcare but mainly I was trained
in my favourite departments - reception and, last but
not least, reservations. I quickly realised that being in
contact with many people of different countries with
different languages and cultures is one of my favourites.
Those who might remember me from KSB times will
know that I’ve always been very open minded, that I
liked to be with people and talked very bubbly! After
completing the two years, I worked in several hotels in
Germany, on reception and in the reservations
department. I decided to stay at one hotel for a couple of
years to get a good record on my CV and also have more
detailed experience. I worked hard and I was promoted
to reservations manager. A little bit later they also
offered me a position as front office & reservations
manager in Edinburgh for their first hotel in the UK and
my first job abroad; I was there before the hotel opened
to assist the hotel manager to recruit new staff, do
much research and all preparation as well as translation
in the office for our policy which we wanted to
implement from Germany to Scotland. I completed the
20

pre-opening work and returned to Germany after six
months.
It was time to move on and get a step further, so I
applied to a huge business airport hotel of a very wellknown world hotel chain, with 1008 rooms and 60
board rooms; this was the biggest hotel I worked in so
far. I wanted a challenge and started there as the
Supervisor of Guest Services which was actually the
manager of this department (with these job titles in the
hotel business, and especially in different countries, I
realized it can be the same name but different
responsibilities). So, a manager again but this time of a
bigger department. I was the one who was in charge of
training all the new staff and here you go, even the
“apprentice” as well, which I was some years ago myself.
It was a very good experience and I had a lot of
opportunity to participate in further training.
After nearly two years I knew I needed another step
forward, a new challenge, new experience and again the
wanderlust got me. It had to be something totally
different, something exciting and especially it had to be
abroad but this time further away. So an old idea, which
I never managed before because I didn’t have enough
knowledge back then, came back to my mind. Thought
and done, I went on a particular hotel business
homepage and searched for a job with my skills and one
specific country, and here I am since June 2014. Sunny
greetings from the Maldives!
This time I am called Assistant Guest Services
Manager but because it’s just me here I’m again
manager of my department (what I mentioned earlier
regarding Job titles). I’m mainly responsible for the
German guests and also the contact person for all guests
if they have any questions or concerns. A very nice part
as well is that I’m the wedding planner and the witness
to all the ceremonies here on our little island, so, if you
want to exchange or renew the vows in the Maldives,
don’t hesitate to contact me.
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Jamie (L91/96) and Sandy (L95/00)
MCKENZIE did a cycle ride in June
2014 in aid of CALM, which is the
chosen charity of the Pratt family, in
memory of Nelson Pratt (O92/97).
They raised over £1,300.
Adam NUNN (B91/96) spent the
summer of 2013 sailing in and around
the English Channel and then in
October 2013, he joined the crew of
Old Pulteney, one of the 12 yachts in
the Clipper Round the World Ocean
race for Leg 2.
Fifteen days at sea, crossing from
Rio de Janiero to Cape Town and
'enjoying' the delights of the South
Atlantic with little sleep, little
sanitation and 17 other souls, before
arriving suntanned and bearded to be
met by his wife and respective sets of
parents to tell tales of night skies, sea
fogs, whales and other tall sailing
tales. In order to recover, and prepare
for the return for work, Katy and he
then spent 10 days in South Africa,
including a magical safari on the
edge of the Kruger. In August 2014,
William Oscar Nunn (known as Wilf)
was born and has spent his time
keeping both his parents, and
Sherlock, the cockerpoo, on their toes.

Hannah CAREW-GIBBS (W96/98) has
been living in Manila for 18 months
managing the Macquarie Bank
account for AlexanderMann
Solutions. She would love to hear
from anyone who ends up in the area.
(gibbsy31@gmail.com).

2000s
In Memory of Alex BUCKLER (O00/04)
The ninth Alex Buckler Open Squash
tournament took place in February.
Alex died during the Easter Term of his
Lower Sixth year. He was an
exceptionally gifted hockey,
badminton and squash player. This
year eight boys contested the main
and plate trophies. In a fitting tribute
to Alex, the squash was competitive
but convivial. Josh White (L) beat Alex
Pang (O) in the main draw and Barney
Latham (O) defeated Jack Hudson (B)
in the plate competition.
The trophies were presented by
Alex's father Charles and sister
Jennifer (pictured below).

Ben TICKNER (O94/99) is currently
living and working in Luxembourg
where he is teaching English in a
secondary school. He regained the
South of England Cross Country title
(which he first won in 2012) in a
gruelling 15k race over the hills of
Stanmer Park, Brighton. He stole
victory in the final stages, winning by
3 seconds in a time of 51.21 in a field
of over 850 runners.

May LIDDELL-GRAINGER (W06/11)
has recently finished working as Hair
and Make-up Assistant on the BBC1’s
production of Poldark. May is seen
below applying baby oil to Aidan
Turner's back.

Sophie MCGILL (P07/09) having
graduated from Aberystwyth
University in July 2014 and completed
an industrial placement year in the
treasury department of the Walt
Disney Company in London, is now
working as a Risk Assurance Associate
and studying towards her ACA
qualifications with financial services
firm PricewaterhouseCooopers.
Hollie GALE (P04/09) is currently
living life to the full in Hong Kong,
working for one of Asia’s leading
wholesale distribution companies
specialising in high end baby and
maternity products. She is solely
responsible for the planning and
organisation of their regional events,
covering 8 different territories across
Asia Pacific and managing a range of
events from PR, trade and consumer
shows as well as supplier relations.

Ben pictured below at the South of England SEAA
Cross Country Championships 24 January 2015.

Holly MASTERS (W00/05) After
studying History and Politics at Oxford
Brookes university, Holly accepted a
training contract at a large south west
based accountancy firm, Albert
Goodman, where she trained for three
years to become a Chartered
Please send news and photos to oba@kingsbruton.com

Accountant. She qualified in March
2013 and is an official member of the
ICAEW.

James SOWERBY (B04/09) has
recently become a professional golfer
in New Zealand. He is aiming to
progress over to Australia and then
possibly back to Europe in the next
few years.
Lloyd WALLACE (B08/13) whilst still
studying at Bath University came 15th
in the World Freestyle World Ski
Championships in Austria. See front
cover and article P2.
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OBs Hockey 2nd XI

Harry Best, Topher Tuson, Will Tuson, George Willis, Tom Cowley, John Hopkins,
Jack Corbett , Ben Caretta, Jamie Staib, Will Shepherd, Dill Watts, Paddy Watts,
Josh Wilson-Brown, Sam Wilson-Brown, Jake Allright, Ollie Trist, James
Deacon, James Wilcox.

A

typical Sunday afternoon at the theatre of dreams that is
the King’s School, Bruton’s astro turf: windswept, freezing
cold and overflowing with excitement. The OBs arrived
promptly, many of us early, bar Harry Best who looked more than
a little worse for wear. An intensive warm up (hitting balls at the
keeper for half an hour) was followed by a rousing team talk by
“international centre forward” Tom Cowley.
“Tom, anything you want to say to the boys?”
“Nah.”
With his trademark Australian twang and that single word of
inspiration ringing in our ears the OBs took to the field. A lively
start from Will Shepard and James Deacon soon saw the OBs
manufacture a chance, but some rusty finishing saw it go to
waste. The spine of our team looked strong with Topher Tuson,
James Wilcox and Paddy Watts all linking nicely before the ball
was played out wide to Ollie Trist who slid James Deacon in.
Mimicking his phenomenal finishing of yester year (the 1st XI’s
top scorer in 2008), Deacon coolly slotted the ball past the

APPLE GROWERS 2015

A

fter a 2-year absence the Apple Growers returned to
North Dorset RFC to try and defend their unbeaten run
against the West Country team. Current King’s 1st XV
coach, Craig Barrow, joined 14 Old Brutonians for the game. Craig
coached all members of the team during their time at King’s,
which added to the occasion.
With only 8 players still playing regular rugby, the first 20
minutes were always going to be a tough ask against a fit North
22

onrushing keeper with his reverse stick. Champagne hockey!
The rest of the half was a real war of attrition with our back
four working tirelessly to keep out wave after wave of KSB attack.
Topher Tuson was the standout defender for the OBs but he was
well supported by the likes of George Willis, Harry Best and the
Wilson-Brown brothers. A sterling effort saw the OBs frustrate a
talented KSB side. After some blatant cheating from the OBs,
Nick Bunday (umpire for the game) had no choice but to give a
penalty flick. The touchline was silent, the tension was palpable.
Up stepped the nominated KSB striker...
SAVED! Jack Corbett diving to his right kept the flick out!
Shortly after, our defence was overwhelmed and a goalmouth
scramble ended in a KSB goal. 1-1 at half time was a frustrating
score, particularly as Tom Cowley, “International centre forward”,
looked like he’d struggle to finish his dinner, let alone the golden
opportunities handed to him on a silver platter.
In the dugout Deacon tried to inject a few pearls of wisdom
but the lure of doughnuts was too much and little was said other
than “keep your shape”.
The second half was a smorgasbord of liquid hockey, Harry
Best moaning about a student umpire and some comedy
moments. Tim Fletcher caused immense confusion shouting to
“Jamie”, a player on his side, to come off. Consequently Jamie
Staib thought he was back at school and duly jogged off. A tug of
war ensued as KSB and the OBs traded goals, 2-1, 2-2, 3-2, 3-3, 4-3,
4-4, 5-4. The pick of the OB goals in the second half would have to
be Tom Cowley showing us he can finish (a tap in from a yard
meant there was little room for error). Dill and Paddy Watts both
bagged a goal each and Topher Tuson rounded off a Man of the
Match performance with a trademark drag flick from a short
corner which ended up being the winning goal. The OBs ran
down the clock, showing real guile and experience in the latter
stages of the half.
A really enjoyable game of hockey and a wonderful tradition
that must continue. Well done to all the players involved on both
teams and a special thank you to Gilly and Nick Bunday, Tim
Fletcher, all spectators and the owl. See you next year when the
KSB side will no doubt be out for revenge.
James Deacon (O03/08)
Dorset side. After 5 minutes the Apple Growers had conceded in
the left corner and with the conversion sailing over, we were left
7 points down. This score shook the boys into gear: a well worked
move in the backs put left-winger James Deacon into space just 5
metres out. His rusty footwork stood up the defender who made
a good tackle but Deacon was just able to offload to Topher
Tuson who went over, to bring the score to 7-5, with 10 minutes
gone.
The old boys continued to pile on the pressure from the kick
off. Sam Williams and James Edwards marshalled the midfield,
galvanizing an Apple Growers team that was growing in
confidence minute by minute. With backs and forwards
providing valuable front-foot ball, with the likes of Rory
Alexander bouncing off defenders, the team found themselves
10 metres out. After hanging around on the wing waiting for the
miracle pass, Craig Barrow was well positioned when a penalty
was awarded. A quick tap from Sam Williams and Barrow hit a
great line to crash over the AGRFC’s second. Williams added the
extras and the score moved to 12-7.
AGRFC looked far more assured in attack now, keeping
possession for much of remainder of the first half. The forwards
worked tirelessly to give the backs the platform they needed for
the attractive running rugby they were now playing. As we
entered the final minutes of the half, the quality of the rugby
showed as another well worked backs move saw Charlie Willis
find some space. With a trademark dummy and a step off his
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right foot, Willis breezed past his opposite man to score a high
quality try. The conversion was missed but we went into half
time 17-7 up.
With a slight hill and headwind to contend with in the second
half, there was no option of letting up the pressure. Craig Barrow,
now occupying the middle of the field, made a great turnover
using the ‘padlock’ he had taught so many. The turnover was
rapidly recycled and the ball was moved quickly through the
hands. Charlie Willis found himself in a two on one situation and
rather than selling his now infamous dummy, he put James
Deacon into space. 50 metres from the try line and with one man
to beat, Deacon decided to channel his inner Jonah Lomu. Haring
up the touchline he swiftly approached the covering full back
and, reminiscent of Lomu in the 1995 World Cup against England,
ran over the defender to score in the corner, much to the utter
shock of himself and the on looking spectators.
The Apple Growers were now 60 minutes into the game and
were playing some sublime rugby on what was a beautiful
Autumn day. With the pack supplying quick ball and the backs
really gelling together we went over for another score, to all but
secure the game.
North Dorset showed real spirit throughout and were

T

rewarded with a second try on the 70th minute mark, taking the
score to 27-12. The England kick off was closing in, but there was
time for one last score from the old boys, with Nick Charlier
seeing a gap from the back of the ruck and piling over. The final
whistle blew soon after, leaving the final score at 32-12.
The game was a huge success with some great rugby played.
It was phenomenal to see such a range of old boys playing, who
were well supported by some of the staff that coached the
players through their time at King’s on the side-line. The man of
the match award went to Charlie Willis, but could have quite
easily gone to seven or eight OBs.
Plans are in motion to add a London fixture to the AGRFC
fixture list at the start of next season. Not only are all old boys
welcome to play but it would also be fantastic to have some
support on the side-line – so do keep an eye out for the details of
this next fixture!
Thank you to all involved. The team was: Tom Phillips, James
Deacon, Nick Charlier, Craig Barrow, Harry Best, Topher Tuson,
Sam Williams, Jamie Edwards, Charlie Willis, Rory Alexander,
Jonny Booth, Alex Soskin, Charles Carpenter, George Willis and
Graham Saunders
Nick Charlier (N05/10)

OLD BRUTONIAN GOLF SOCIETY REPORT 2014

he Society has enjoyed another active year, with some
success in matches and fierce competition internally.
Unfortunately, the successes did not include
qualification for the Grafton Morrish Finals, our representatives
finding for the second year that the North Hants course suited
our style less well than had Royal Ashdown Forest previously. We
will hope that they are more fortunate this year.
Match successes, though did include the retention of the Will
Hazell Memorial Trophy in August at Mendip GC, as well as victory
over the School team in June, also at Mendip. It was good to be able
to revise the latter fixture after an interlude, and we are pleased
that it is also scheduled to go ahead this year, with Rob Lowry now
in charge of the School golf. Members will note that we have also
introduced a new fixture this year, a ‘friendly’ match against the Old
Cliftonians, to be played at Bristol and Clifton GC in June.
Once again, Nick Gammon did us all proud both on and off the
course at Trevose for our Spring Meeting, and we remain very
grateful to him for the two or three days we spend there each year.
On this occasion, though, he did not extend his generosity to the
extent of allowing the ‘Morgan Boater’ to leave the Club, as he
played well enough to win it himself this year! The afternoon
friendly threeball competition was won narrowly, on a count-back,
by Anthony Morgan, Jim Roebuck and Nick himself.
We are most grateful to John Dryden for initiating a trophy, an
actual cup appropriately in the shape of a claret jug, for the
Autumn Meeting at Woking, this following his victory (in a
count-back, over Tresham Graham) in October on a day when we
were also delighted to welcome three new members in Jeremy
Courtney, Duncan Soper and Charles Gallannaugh; I have even
trawled back through the records in order that previous winners
will also find their names inscribed. The random draw for the
afternoon foursomes produced, as a winning combination, Fraser
Stewart and the evergreen David Graham.
The fixture list for 2015 follows this report and we would want
to encourage all OB golfers, of whatever standard and vintage, to
join us for one or more of these events. Do please contact me
(details below) if you are interested, particularly if you are not on
my email list or if you are no longer receiving my emails because
your address has changed; there are seven or eight contacts from
which my emails are now bouncing back.
Please send news and photos to oba@kingsbruton.com

Jonathan Case (2013 winner) presents the Morgan Boater to Nick Gammon
(2014 winner) at Trevose

2015 Fixture list
Friday 24th April
Spring Meeting at Trevose Golf and Country Club
Sunday 31st May
Grafton Morrish Qualifier at North Hants GC

Sunday 21st June		
Match v Old Cliftonians at Bristol and Clifton GC
Monday 22nd June
Match v King’s School at Mendip GC

Friday 21st August
Will Hazell Memorial Match at Orchardleigh GC
Friday 9th October
Autumn Meeting at Woking GC

Colin Juneman (Staff 79/08) colinjuneman167@btinternet.com
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ENGAGEMENTS

OULTON, Charlotte (P05/10) to Stefan Davies (King’s staff).
STEVENSON, Christopher (N99/040) to Jennifer Waterfield.
DOCHERTY, Rebecca (P05/10) to Joshua WILSON-BROWN
(N05/10).
HOLDING-PARSONS, Alexander (L97/02) to Philippa Boardman.
COLE, Charlie (O01/06) to Becky Gray.
MOLYNEUX, Edward (N93/98) to Romilly.
Redwood Barney (O02/07) to Polly Evans

COSTELLO, Jane (W96/97) to Jamie Dawe on 8th November
2014 at the Guildhall in Bath with OBs Sophie Stanford-Tuck,
Frank Luard and Chris Pratt present.

MARRIAGES

ALLEN, Jack (B01/06) to Lotty Cronk on 20th September 2014
in a Humanist Ceremony in the garden of Lotty’s parents with
OBs Luke Allen, Tom Anderson (Best Man), Hugo Guest, Dan
Lloyd (usher), Will Ochoa, Jack Batholomew, Simon Weedon,
James Dowdell, James Allen, Phil Coombes, Pippa Dowdell,
Jasper Tupman (Usher), Tom Ballion, Nick Burks, Josh Fenwick,
Barney Redwood, Charlie Tupman and Aimee Watson present.

HODDER, Daniel (B97/02) to Cerin Rigden on 9th August 2014
at St Mary’s Church, Bruton with OBs Kate Flavell and Sophie
Liddell-Grainger present.

BALDWIN, Alexander (O92/97) to Lara Crudgington on 28th
June 2014 at Tonbridge Castle.

HUNTER, Nick (N72/77) to Mark Burgess-Ashton on 7th January
2015 at Chelsea Town Hall, London.
KNOWLING, James (L94/99) to Anna Sutton on 7th June 2014
with OBs Edward Thomas (Best Man), Richard Pearn, James
Burrage, Jolyon Holt, Charlie Talmage, Mark Rogers, Rob
Cordina, Paul Crang, George Pointon-Taylor, Richard Stacey,
Charlie Campbell, James Thomas, Mark Dunn and Chris Pratt
present.

BUTCHER, Poppy (P06/11) to SCARAMANGA, Theo (N08/10) on
2nd August 2014 in St Mary’s Church, Bruton with OBs Jack
Butcher, Phoebe Cobb, Josh Saunders, Tom Hunt, Jamie
Williams, Tim Abbey, Katie Ellis, Nick Charlier, Eddie Powers,
Jess Docherty, Sally Tuson, Oliver Trist, Bel Wood, Frankie
Bromage and Rebecca Docherty present.
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MASTERS, Holly (W0/05) to Frederick Sweet in Yarlington, on
16th August 2014 with OBs David Masters, Tom Down, Lucy
Child and Emily Down present.
NEWELL, Sara (W98/00) to Ben Wilson on 29th October 2014 at
the Larmer Tree Gardens, Wiltshire.
SPINNEY, James (L97/99) to Anna Wesson on 5th March 2015 at
Chelsea Town Hall.
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James McComas, Richard Simpson, Matthew Crowcombe,
Dickon Agnew, Chris Balchin and Henry Hobhouse present.
Current Brutonians Charlotte Ask (cousin) and James Ask
(cousin) also present.

TICKNER, Frank (P97/02) to Abigail Wilshire on 3rd August
2013 at St Mary’s Church, Bruton with the Reception in the
Memorial Hall.

BIRTHS

BRAGG, to Hannah (nee Luard) (W91/93) and Tom, a daughter,
Rosanna on 1st December 2014.
EDWARDS, to Jamie (O96/01) and Clare, a daughter, Annabelle
Mary Barkworth on 3rd September 2014.
HAIGH, to Dom (L88/93) and Julie, a son, Rupert on 22nd June
2014, a brother to Maia (4).
HUSSAIN, Elena (nee Dzarlijeva) (W98/00) and Tan, a son,
Kalin, on 24th February 2015, a brother to Mila.

The group picture was taken because both Ed and Caroline
Tickner taught A level French to ALL of them.
Back row: Fred Lee, Sam Todd, Frank, Ed T, Rob Child, Caroline Tickner
Front row: Craig Hazell, James Knoedler, Ben Tickner, Sam Watkins

KERTON, Matt (N96/01) and Natalie, a second son, Theodore on
28th January 2014. (photo)
LLOYD-DAVIES, to Luke (L91/96) and Jules, a daughter, Arabella
on 20th November 2014, a sister to Jake (6) and Toby (4).
NUNN, to Adam (B91/96) and Katy, a son, William (Wilf) in
August 2014.

WHITE, Charlie (B97/02) to Lynn-Li Cheong on 11th July 2014 in
Vancouver, Canada with a Blessing Ceremony in Castle Cary,
Somerset on 19th July 2014 with OBs Edward White (brother
and Best Man), Simon Gorbutt (Best Man), Sally Snook
(mother), Richard White (father), Robert Snook (step-father),
Mary Stonham-Ask (aunt), Patrick Thompson, Oliver Kean,
Please send news and photos to oba@kingsbruton.com

PARKER, to Rory (O98/00) and Clemmie, a son, Freddie on 16th
December 2014 in Haywards Heath. Andrew Gillett (O96/00)
is Godfather.
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DEATHS

BEAUCHAMP, John Louis (O44/48) died at the Prospect Hospice,
Wroughton in Wiltshire on 7th December 2014, after a short
illness. He was 84 years old.
BROGDEN, Francis William (Bill) (O39/44) on 26th December 2014.
(obit coming from son/nephew), brother of Vivian (O38/47).
FARR, Robert (N56/61) on 19th April 2014, brother of Antony
(N50/55).
NICK GOODERHAM (B75/78) peacefully in his sleep on 29th
September 2014 after an illness.
HIGHMORE, David (N45/49) on 25th January 2013.
HIGHMORE, Richard (N43/47) on 25th December 2011.
Notifications only received from a relative in June 2014.
HOLLOM, Sir Jasper (N31/35) on 29th August 2014 at the age of 96.
HOLLOM, Philip (N26/29) aged 102 on 20th July 2014.
LECKY, Paul (P69/74) on 9th October 2014, aged 59, from a brain
tumour, in Yeovil District Hospital.
LINNEY, A Stewart (former staff) on 23rd April 2014. During his
time on the staff at King’s, Stewart was Head of History and
Master i/c Cricket.
MOORE, David (O53/58) last year at the age of 74.
PICKETT, Phil (L75/79) in June 2014 in a motor scooter accident
while on holiday with his wife Liz in Ibiza.
SANDEMAN, Ian (N41/45) on 27th September 2014.
SIMS, Edward Bryan (N42/46) on 15th March 2013 at the age of 84.
SLADEN, Alan (N36/39) on 26th March 2013.
SWALLOW, Simon (O62/66) on 2nd June 2014. (obit & photo)
TRAILL, Robert (N55/58). No further details known.
WALLACE, Harrold (N57/61) on 24th July 2013.
Old Hazlegrovians will be sad to hear of the death of Diana
Hopcroft. Diana was the Headmaster’s Secretary at Hazlegrove
for many years as well as Aunt of OB David Hopcroft (P76/78).

ROME FLAT (SLEEPS 2)

To rent: a non-smoking, fully-furnished,
one-bedroom flat with sitting-room, kitchen and
bathroom. Situated on the Janiculum Hill above
Trastevere, within half-an-hour's walk of the
centre and well served by public transport.
Good local shops and markets.
@350 per week
For further details and photos,
email: simonjarvis2001@yahoo.it
B(64/68) Staff (81/88)

Nick Gooderham (B75/78)
1961 – 2013

Down a pot-holed lane,
just down from Foxholes
on the Dartington estate
there lies a row of ageing
glasshouses and a welltended market garden.
Until recently, you'd
often find the smiling
face of Nicholas Gooderham happily going about his
business amongst the flowers and vegetables.
Nick was the first to move into School Farm and in 2007
he began the process of breathing life back into this
neglected corner of the Dartington estate. In the Autumn
of 2009 Schumacher College teamed up with the Duchy
College in Cornwall to use Nick's farm and expertise on
their level 2 course in sustainable horticulture. It was here,
like many others since, I first came across Nick as a
student. He was an excellent teacher: not once did I even
hear him raise his voice, and there was never a hint of
superiority as he imparted his deep, rich knowledge of
plants and horticulture (if anything the reverse was true!).
Nick worked in horticulture for most of his life. By the
time I had met him he'd done everything from a jobbing
gardener and grounds man to a nurseryman and trials
manager at Sutton Seeds. Perhaps this history of working
outdoors led him to be a man in tune with the rhythms of
the natural world. Every year I knew him, he would wait
in anticipation, as a child does for Christmas, for the
swallows to arrive back from their winter in Africa. Sadly,
this year was to be the last time he was to see them arrive
as in February Nick had the news that his pancreatic
cancer had returned. On hearing the news, Nick decided to
do what he always wanted to do and travel. He did so on a
handful of separate holidays with his long-term partner,
Deena and then with his daughter, India. By the end of
the summer, Deena had become Nick’s wife and as the
swallow took flight to return to Africa, on the 29th
September, Nick passed away peacefully in his own bed.
Nick was a kind and giving man, gladly helping anyone
he saw in need, often at his own expense. He had a gentle
humour and saw the light side of any situation; when
rabbits constantly confounded his efforts to keep them out
of his vegetables he would joke that they had mastered the
Frosby flop and were high jumping over the fence.
School Farm is still thriving as he has left a legacy of
horticultural businesses; a Community Supported
Agriculture scheme now runs from the site (School Farm
CSA) along with School Farm Cut Flowers and Sarah
Coates business selling salads and vegetable plants.
It is perhaps testament to how hard Nick worked and
how skilled a horticulturist he was that three businesses
have moved in to take the place of this one man.
Nick was a one-off.
He will be missed deeply by many in Totnes and
elsewhere in the world.
Dave Hamilton
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PHILIP ‘PHIL’ PICKETT (L75/79)
1961 - 2014

OBs who attended King’s
during the mid to late 1970s
will be saddened to hear of
the death of Phil Pickett in
June 2014. Phil died in a
motor scooter accident
while on holiday with his
wife Liz in Ibiza.
Many tributes were paid
to Phil during his
commemoration service at
Warwick Crematorium. The
service was “standing room only”, eloquent testament to
the high esteem in which he was held by many.
Phil was a product of the “Three Schools, One Foundation”
having been educated at Hillcrest, Hazlegrove and King’s.
He often described his time at Hillcrest as idyllic. At
Hazlegrove he relished the academic challenges as well as
outdoor activities such as Scout Camp at Melbury Park.
At King’s Phil proved himself an able student, performing
well both in arts and sciences. He also excelled at hands-on
activities such as canoe building, which hinted at his later
professional work. In the latter years at King’s Phil took up
cross country running and would often “engineer” the route
of the run to pass close to Sunnyhill School in the hope of
meeting the eye of a sixth form girl!
The period immediately after leaving school could
perhaps be described as Phil’s “wilderness years”. Although
not unhappy, he needed time to reflect and to decide what
to do next. At the age of 25, Phil surprised many by
announcing a return to academic studies at Yeovil College.
This subsequently resulted in a move from Somerset to
Warwick University to study Chemistry.
As well as studying hard and obtaining a good degree at
Warwick, Phil also joined the nearby Stratford on Avon
Gliding Club. It was within the broad scope of this sport
that Phil found his true metier. Quickly gaining his flying
licence, Phil went on to join the club as resident instructor,
running gliding courses throughout each summer. He also
qualified as an airframe inspector, licensed to carry out all
repair work needed to certify a glider’s airworthiness. This
repair work, taking place mainly over the winter months,
complemented the gliding instruction perfectly.
One of Phil’s gliding students was Liz, an attractive
cardiac nurse who shared his passion for flying. Liz
immediately caught Phil’s eye and the couple were soon
married. Over the years, Phil and Liz enjoyed many longdistance motorcycling holidays throughout Europe, often
visiting gliding clubs en route.
In more recent times Phil faced progressively
deteriorating cardiac health, a legacy of many years spent
on kidney dialysis prior to a completely successful kidney
transplant. This ill-health culminated in a sudden and total
cardiac arrest while at work on glider repairs. By sheer good
fortune Liz was on hand and mustered all of her training to
resuscitate him. Phil received a new heart valve and later
underwent quadruple bypass surgery. With Liz constantly
at his side, he fought his way back to good health,
exhibiting enormous courage.
Please send news and photos to oba@kingsbruton.com

As well as being a highly skilled pilot, instructor and
craftsman, talented in many fields, Phil also provided a
shining example of determination in the face of adversity.
He will long be remembered as a loyal friend, highly
sociable, fun loving and popular with all who knew him.
Theo Roberts (L74/79)

REV FR PAUL
JONATHAN
KEVIN KNOXLECKY (P69/74)
1955-2014

Fr Kevin was born on 2nd
October 1955 and educated at
King's School, Bruton. He held
the School Music Scholarship
at King's and was recognised
as a gifted musician and linguist, playing the piano and
organ. On leaving school he read music at Trinity College,
London where he trained as an organist. On graduating, he
became a Catholic in 1976 and soon afterwards he entered
the seminary at the English College in Valladolid in the
north west of Spain. Whilst in Spain, Fr Kevin became fluent
in Spanish to add to his command of French and German
which he had learnt from his years living in these countries
as the son of a high ranking officer in the British Army. Fr
Kevin was ordained on the 16th July 1983 in Clifton
Cathedral.
The next three years saw Fr Kevin as an assistant priest
in the Cathedral before he became Assistant Director of
Vocations for the diocese. In 1988 he was moved to Stroud
where he remained for four years before becoming Parish
Priest at St Patrick's, Corsham. In 1999 Fr Kevin was
appointed Parish Priest of St Mary's in Glastonbury. Eight
years later he was appointed Dean of the Glastonbury
Deanery, a position he held until he was transferred to St
Alphege's in Bath in 2012. During these appointments he
was accompanied by a succession of rescue dogs; he also
developed a special skill as a simultaneous interpretor in
both the English and Spanish sign languages for the deaf.
In January 2014, Fr Kevin was taken ill with a brain tumour
from which he did not recover. He died peacefully in Yeovil
Hospital on 9th October 2014, one week after his 59th
birthday. His ashes are lodged, together with those of his
beloved dogs, Lupo, Mischka and Megan, in the pedestal of a
Memorial bird bath which stands in the Presbytery Garden
of St Mary's, Glastonbury.
Fr Kevin was a gentle man as well as a gentleman. He
will be sadly missed by all of us, and especially by the deaf
community in the diocese since, being fluent in sign
language, he regularly said a Signed Mass for them. He had
a calmness and peacefulness about him which seemed to
emanate from deep within. He was the embodiment of
everything that is best about the priesthood whilst, at the
same time, having a great sense of humour. St Francis of
Assisi once said, "Preach the Gospel at all times and, if
necessary, use words." To many who knew him, this could
be a description of Fr Kevin Knox-Lecky.
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SIMON SWALLOW (O62/66)

JOHN LOUIS BEAUCHAMP (O44/48)

Simon Swallow was born in
Calcutta on 14th November
1948 but he moved to England
as a small boy after the death
of his father. During his time
at King’s he excelled at sport
becoming both Champion of
Fives and Squash and was a
member of the 1st XI Cricket team, to mention but a few of his
attributes His widow writes that “He did not want a funeral
but instead wanted to get ‘a few’ people round for a drink." In
fact they ended up having three big ‘parties’ to celebrate
Simon’s life and his friends from all over the world came.
The first gathering was at the Yew Tree pub in Sussex
where Simon used to play cricket and where he and Belinda
met. He spent most of his childhood in Eastbourne and had
many friends in the area. There were about 130 people who
came, many from way back.
The second was at The Hurlingham in London where
about 300 people came and the third in Hong Kong where
Belinda and Simon spent over 20 years. Again about 120
people attended, some who came especially from Australia.
The following are just a few extracts from the speeches made
at the gatherings:
• Simon was a legend in his own lifetime. He had the
extraordinary ability to make a mark wherever he went;
his charisma and personal charm were his trademarks
but what to my mind made him exceptional was his
kindness, generosity and loyalty to his friends.
• Simon was the most charismatic and energetic man I
have ever met and the most wonderful of friends. When
I think of him, as I often do, I invariably remember him
with a smile. He had a huge impact on my life and on
my family, as I am sure he did on the lives of many
people here and I will greatly miss him.
• Simon proved to be the most addictive, compelling,
amusing & raucous person I have ever met – and the
very best mate a man could ever wish for. He was a
brilliant sportsman, a brilliant brain, had tremendous
charisma and he never stopped helping people.

Sadly, John died at the Prospect
Hospice, Wroughton in
Wiltshire on 7th December
2014, after a short illness. He
was 84 years old.
He joined Old House in 1944
under Peter Vasey’s tutelage when all staff seemed over the
age of 50 - in those frugal
wartime years. Never a sportsman in the school sense, he
was a good field shot coming from Somerset stock, with his
family having land and coal mines in the Mendip area. When
the mines were nationalised by the Labour Government in
1947 the family had to change direction and he left Bruton in
July 1948.
National Service loomed, and having been an NCO in the
then Junior Training Corps, he dodged his projected two year
Army service by signing on as a regular for seven years in
the Royal Navy. He never really explained this decision, but
his tales of below decks in battleships and smaller vessels
were endless! Several years with the RN in Singapore
stimulated his interest in photography, and this became a
lifetime hobby, particularly in the world of steam railways.
He did not extend his Navy commitment, and went into
industry where his naval supply training proved useful. He
worked with a number of local firms – Avon Rubber, Moulton
Cycles, Kode Electronics, but he finally settled into a long
career with Ford Motors.
John married twice. Firstly to Sally with whom he had
three daughters. Secondly to Joyce, which gave them both
some 45 years of true happiness whilst living in
Marlborough, Wiltshire.
Stuart Musgrove (O47/51)

1948 – 2014

He leaves behind him Belinda, his wife of nearly 40
years and three sons Jasper, Tolley and Ranulf but I am
sure he will be missed by many more as well.

DAVID MOORE (O53/58)
1940 – 2014

David died in Toronto last
year at the age of 74.
His friend Chris Coombs
(O52/55) wrote “a truly
honest, loyal, gentleman
from Old House, the best of
us Brits and my business
partner for years. He left a
wonderful wife, a son and a daughter and I miss him so
much.”
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1930 – 2013

EDWARD BRYAN SIMS (N42/46)
1929 – 2013

Edward Bryan Sims passed away on 15th March 2013 at the
age of 84. Whilst at King’s, Edward was captain of the
Cricket XI, a member of the Rugby XV and of the Hockey
XI. He subsequently passed out of the Royal Military
College at Sandhurst, being commissioned into the RASC
and serving in post-war Germany. After at one time
enjoying the distinction of being the youngest serving
Captain in the Army, he resigned his commission to
pursue a business career.
His final appointment was overseeing the far-eastern
operations of Hilti AG, a multi-national engineering
company. In retirement, Brian was in turn, player, umpire,
head groundsman and scorer for the Cheddar Cricket Club
and President of the local branch of the Royal British
Legion. Bryan leaves behind him three sons, Norton, Colin
and William, all of whom followed him to King’s, his
widow Christine and two daughters Shirley and Sarah,
fifteen grandchildren and eleven great grandchildren. His
first wife Sheila, from whom he was divorced, predeceased
him in 2002.
Norton Sims (N66/70)
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IAN SANDEMAN (N41/45)
1927-2014

Ian Sandeman was born in
Exeter and attended King’s
School, Bruton from 1938-45.
He joined the Royal Navy aged
17 on the day after VE Day and
served as a Communications
Officer until his retirement as
a Lieutenant Commander in
1979. During that time he
served on HMS Albion and HMS Crossbow amongst other
appointments. He had two tours of duty in New Zealand,
the first of which involved deployment in the Korean War.
On the second NZ tour he was in charge of naval
communications in Wellington. During that time he
became a Christian and his faith became central in his life.
When he retired from the Navy he gave himself to church
work. He married Angela in 1970 and had two sons; Peter
and Michael.
In his final years he suffered severe heart problems but
was gracious and cheerful to the end. He was a much
loved man and is very much missed.
Mike Sandeman

Francis William BROGDEN (O39/44)
1926 – 2014

Francis William (Bill) Brogden
was born on 10th June 1926 in
Bexhill, East Sussex. He was
son to Blanche Josephine
Brooke-Turner and Frank
Brogden who lived at The
White Cottage on Sandhurst
Lane in Bexhill-on-Sea. Bill’s
brother Vivian was born in
November 1929.
Bill attended Harewood
Preparatory School for Boys
(Bexhill-on-Sea) where in December 1935 he won the form
prize The Birds and their Story by R.B. Lodge. His love of
birds, nature and the outdoors lasted his whole life.
Following Harewood, Bill went to King’s School, Bruton in
Somerset.
At Junior School, Bill was in Plox House where the
House Master (J C Dover) was known as Blob, and his wife
as Witty. In the Christmas term of 1938 Vivian remembers
great excitement when the outside lavatories and
changing rooms were flooded by the River Brue. Other
highlights included Miss Hutchinson’s weekly elocution
lessons; Miss Higgenbottom’s annual tea party; Mr Batty
Lyons’ tea party with Puff Football; Madame Simeon
rolling up on her motorbike to teach the violin and the
annual summer trip to Alfred’s Tower at Stourton.
Bill went for long cycle rides through the Somerset
countryside around the school and developed a life-long
love for the West Country.
By 1939 Brogden Major was prefect at the Senior School
in Old House. The Housemaster, Peter Vasey (known as the
‘Old Man’) looked after his boys very well and was deputy
Please send news and photos to oba@kingsbruton.com

headmaster when R C Martin was away. Bill joined the
Cadet corps in 1942 and in 1943 attained his School
Certificate.
Bill left Bruton in 1944 at the end of the Easter term and
joined the army to do his National Service. He attended
the Royal Military Academy at Sandhurst and joined the
Household Cavalry where he was based at Knightsbridge
Barracks. In 1946 one of Bill’s first jobs was to visit public
schools on a recruitment drive. He visited Bruton and met
his brother.
In 1946 Bill went to Germany as part of the
peacekeeping force and he saw the aftermath of what
happened in Cologne, Dresden and Hannover at first hand.
He was appalled by what he saw and by orders to shoot at
desperate people stealing food from farms; Bill resolved to
shoot volleys over their heads to reduce casualties. Once
during exercises he was burned by a bazooka backfiring.
He rarely talked about these experiences.
In 1953, Captain Bill Brogden was on duty at the
Trooping of the Colour and was Captain of the Queen’s
Escort on Coronation Day, riding beside the royal coach on
his horse, Toby.
Bill was then posted to Cyprus where he became Aidede Camp to General Harding during a period of instability
with the armed struggle against the British led by General
Grivas and difficult negotiations to end the Cyprus crisis
which resulted in the exile of Archbishop Makarios. In 1957
Bill returned to England having resigned his commission.
Bill met his wife Wendy Brayne-Nicholls (nee Newton)
at a regimental ball at Windsor Barracks. They were
married on 7th November 1960 at Watford Registry Office
and set up their first home together in Bushey Heath. Bill
and Wendy had three children, Caroline‚ Tim and David.
Bill and Wendy then lived in Oxhey and finally for 40
years in Sarratt, a place they both loved very much.
After leaving the Household Cavalry, Bill went to work
at the Lightfoot Refrigeration Company and from then
until retirement held a number of managerial posts with
companies including Park Shopfitters Ltd. and Clipper Ltd.
Bill was cultured and well-read and liked music‚
painting ‚ visiting houses and museums and being
outside. His favourite books were Treasure Island‚ Lorna
Doone and The Jungle Books. He was kind and gentle‚
sensible and fair. He was patient and loyal‚ dependable
and steadfast. Bill was a gardener and was very
knowledgeable about plants and gardening methods. Bill
and Wendy spent many happy times walking and
enjoying the British countryside. Bill loved the beach and
picnics. Bill was interested in people and the world and
read the newspaper every day.
Bill had a positive attitude to life and viewed the
wheelchair he used in later life as a means of gaining
independence. He spent some time in hospital towards
the end of his life and moved to a nursing home in Apsley
at the end of November 2014.
Bill died on the morning of 26th December 2014. He was
greatly loved and much respected by us all and he is very
much missed. It was a gift for us to have had such a lovely
father‚ husband‚ brother‚ grandfather‚ uncle‚ cousin‚ friend.
If anyone would like to share recollections of Bill with
his family please contact timbrogden@hotmail.com
Tim Brogden (son)
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PHILiP HOLLOM (N26/29)
1912 - 2014

The following obituary appeared
originally in the Daily Telegraph.
Phil Hollom, who has died aged
102, was one of the last of the
circle of British bird enthusiasts
which established ornithology as
a proper scientific discipline.
Hollom helped to establish the modern approach to
studying bird populations in the 1930s by organising a
national inquiry into the status of the great crested grebe in
Britain. He also wrote or co-wrote several handbooks,
including the Collins Field Guide to the Birds of Britain and
Europe (1954), which helped to transform British birdwatching from a hobby pursued by a dedicated minority
into one of the country’s most popular leisure pursuits.
Hollom’s contributions to ornithology began shortly
after he left school in 1930, when the noted ornithologist,
Harry Witherby, introduced him to Max Nicholson, whose
How Birds Live (1927), following on from Julian Huxley’s
The Courtship Habits of the Great Crested Grebe (1914),
helped to establish the discipline.
With Nicholson’s encouragement, Hollom teamed up
with the future “Barefoot Anthropologist” Tom Harrison,
then a student at Cambridge, and in 1931 the two young
men agreed to collaborate on a national survey of the
great crested grebe. It was a daunting task, not least
because they had no funding, even for postage, but also
because the post-First World War construction boom had
created many gravel pits which, filled with water, were an
ideal environment for the birds. As a consequence they
found there were more than 1,000 “lakes” to be examined,
many of which did not appear on any maps.
They set about writing to well-known naturalists,
ornithologists, taxidermists, landowners and the like, and
appealing through the letter columns of newspapers for
information on nesting haunts. In this way they recruited
some 1,500 volunteer surveyors, and had to deal with some
5,000 pieces of correspondence.
The Great Crested Grebe Enquiry was one of the earliest
national censuses of a single species, and certainly the
most ambitious at that time. The results, published in
British Birds in 1932, concluded that the breeding
population in England, Scotland and Wales was around
1,200 pairs – up from an estimated 50 pairs in 1860. “We
can recommend this sort of hobby for those people who
find life dull,” Harrison informed the journal’s readers in
his introduction to the completed survey.
The inquiry demonstrated the potential of cooperative
birdwatching and helped to inspire the establishment, in
1932, of the British Trust for Ornithology (BTO), whose longterm monitoring data on the status of British birds
(currently maintained with the aid of some 40,000
volunteers) sets the international standard for studying
the effects of environmental change on wildlife.
The second of five sons (his brother Jasper would serve
in the 1960s as Chief Cashier of the Bank of England) Philip
Arthur Dominic Hollom was born on June 9 1912 at Bickley,
Kent. He clearly remembered, as a four year-old, being
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lifted up to peer into the nest of a song thrush and being
captivated by the bright blue of the eggs. “As a boy I was
fascinated by birds and I used to catch them using a
garden sieve held up by a twig and a piece of string,” he
recalled in a recent interview. “Of course, that would be
unthinkable today, but in the 1920s it was the only way
that I was able to handle birds.”
Hollom was educated at the King’s School in Bruton,
Somerset, where he excelled at athletics, read Nicholson’s
How Birds Live under the sheets in his dormitory and
decided to embark on his own study of nesting house
martins and swallows in the vicinity. It was in this way
that he got to know Harry Witherby, who was in charge of
the national bird ringing scheme. In the summer of 1929
Hollom ringed more than 250 swallows. He continued to
survey the birds every year until well into his 90s.

SIR JASPER HOLLOM (N31/35)
1917-2014

Sir Jasper was the youngest of five
brothers who attended King’s
between 1923 and 1935. Whilst at
King’s he was a scholar and keen
rugby player. After school he
briefly worked as an insurance
clerk before joining the Bank of
England as a teenage clerk in 1936.
During WW2 he served in the Infantry in the Middle
East and the Western Desert; he was captured in 1942 and
sent to a prisoner of war camp in Italy. On demobilisation
he re-joined the Bank. In his obituary in The Daily
Telegraph on 8 September 2014, he was described as
unusual in his generation for having risen from the lowest
to the highest ranks in the Bank. He died at the age of 96,
having risen to Deputy Governor of the Bank of England
and Chairman of its ‘Lifeboat’ committee which
successfully steered the City through the secondary
banking crisis of 1973 to 1975.
Sir Jasper’s full obituary can be seen on the King’s
website: http://www.kingsbruton.com/content/oldbrutonian-sir-jasper-hollom-former-deputy-governorbank-england-dies-age-96
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Blackford House 1960

Last summer Blackford hosted a very special visitor who, it turned out, lovely summer’s day in 1960. Their names are included in the matrix
had been in Blackford House in its very first year of existence. Jamie below, but the present Blackfordians would very much like to know who
Wood (O/B58/62) spent some forty minutes touring the House and the remainder are so that we can display their names with the photo
regaling the current Housemaster and his wife (Nick and Gilly Bunday) for posterity.
So, can you help fill in the gaps in the matrix?
with tales from those early years. It was wonderful to hear his many
If so please, do e-mail Nick Bunday (nb@kingsbruton.com) or the
stories and to get a feel for how far the House has developed since 1960
when it welcomed in its first Blackfordians – the majority of whom had OBA Office (oba@kingsbruton.com).
If you can help fill in the gaps we would be most grateful. The
been drafted in from the other boys’ houses.
On admiring some of the many modern House photographs, Jamie present incumbents (staff and students) would love to welcome any old
let slip that he did possess a copy of the very first Blackford House Blackfordians back to the House and show them around – so please, if
you are
passing come and see your old House. I know that you will be
photograph. On sending it to the Bundays, Jamie
made a valiant
Blackford
House
1960
attempt to remember the names of those recorded on what was a impressed.

Jonathan
Gooderham

Brian
Cooper

Christopher
Higgins

Leigh
Williams
Thomas
Suffolk

Timothy
Westlake

Keith Read

Andrew
Bullmore

Max
Goodwin

Patrick
Hillyard
Nicholas
Wood

Peter
Tucker

Michael Derby

Jamie
Wood

David
Wedde

Kenneth
Carpenter

David
Vincent?

Anton
Schooley

Warwick
Clarke

Martin
Thomas

David
Vincent?

Michael
Spencer

Stephen
Lucas

Mary
Hill
(Matron)

Mr D
Higham

Peter
Maffey

Mr J M Tyndall
(housemaster)

Mrs M
Tyndall

Sue
Tyndall

Bill
Tyndall

Malcolm
Hinchcliffe

Richard
Vallance

Charles
Blanning

John
Anderson

Robert
Eshelby

Thomas
Paris

John Lee

Neil
Padden

Richard
Arnold

Ian
Wedde

Peter
Milward

Peter
Gwyn

Leigh
Rowell

Timothy
Saunders

Richard
Sucksmith

Peter
WarrenPrice

William
Allen
Hugh
May

Samih
Katkuhda

James
Eshelby

Richard
Witham

Chris
Read

Dickon
Robinson

Keith
WarrenPrice

This was the first House photo for Blackford. We'd like to fill in the missing names. If you can help, please email oba@kingsbruton.com

Old Brutonian
Insignia ARE available
from the School Shop

Crested ties in polyester or silk; striped ties in polyester or silk; striped
bow ties in silk; Golf Umbrellas and Dolphin brooches.
Also: King’s School Bruton Remembered, by Basil Wright; Standing on the
Shoulders of Giants, by Henry Hobhouse; Watercolour print of Old House
by W. S. Blackshaw and blank notecards with views of Bruton and the
School. The School Shop is open during term time on Mon., Tues., Wed.
and Fri. from 10.35 to 13.45. Please contact Greta Clutterbuck on 01749
814212 or gmc@kingsbruton.com for current prices and p&p rates.

Please send news and photos to oba@kingsbruton.com

OBA SUBSCRIPTION RATES

The Rules of the Association stipulate that the
current OBA subscription rates should be published
in the Newsletter. The following information is
given to comply with this requirement.
The life subscription rate for those joining the
Association on leaving the School or within ten
years thereafter is £252. The life subscription rate can
be changed by the Association in general meeting.
The life subscription for those joining more than ten
years after leaving the School is related to the life
subscription rate for leavers in the year of joining on
a sliding scale laid down in the Association’s Rules.
Associate membership is available to staff at
the School on payment of an annual subscription
rate equal to one-tenth of the life subscription rate
for leavers in the year of joining. After payment of
ten annual subscriptions an associate member
automatically becomes a life member.
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Careers and Higher Education Forum
On Friday 16th January 2015 King’s held their annual Careers and
Higher Education Forum. It was another very successful event,
with all pupils gaining invaluable advice and knowledge in a
broad range of professions.
The key speaker was Alex Corbett, founder member of mobile
pizza company Pizzarova. He informed pupils on the alternative
route he took on leaving school, which was insightful to those
considering an alternative to university. One of the main things
the pupils took away from his speech was the ironic value of
failure and knowing when to accept when an endeavour isn’t
successful. Alex also highlighted the importance of taking risks.
James Catley Day (B05/10), former Head Boy and Captain of
Athletics and Rugby then addressed the audience. He informed
the pupils of the attributes that he as an employer would look
for, and as an employee he strives towards. He also touched on
motivation in the context of ‘A’ levels and also of university,
which was obviously very relevant to all the pupils. This theme
was continued by Rebecca Docherty (P05/10). Becca applied her
personal experiences to express the importance of having a

career in something you love as opposed to something that you
are just good at. She also used her experiences during her gap
year to inspire the pupils to explore different cultures and step
outside their comfort zones.
The pupils were then given the opportunity to attend four
seminars of their choice. Included in these were Advertising and
PR, Armed Forces, Engineering, Law, Journalism, Medicine,
Foreign Office and Publishing. OBs Tim Styles (B92/97), George
Franks (N81/85), Melissa Bell (W05/10), Tim Robinson (L73/78),
Vincent Capozzoli (A04/09) and Anna Watts (W02/07) joined
other delegates, some of whom were children or spouses of OBs,
or parents of current pupils, to talk to the pupils about career
choices. The convention was a great success, with a varied group
of delegates, all of whom were not only extremely successful
within their specific areas, but appear to have real enthusiasm
and passion for their careers, which was extremely encouraging
and inspiring.
If you would like to be involved in this event next year please
do contact the OBA office (oba@kingsbruton.com).

Lauren Glover – OBA Scholar

I first joined King’s in
September 2013 in the
L6 as a music scholar.
However, without the
help of the Old
Brutonian Association I
would not have been
able to come to King’s
in the first place. My
main instrument is the
clarinet and within the
first week of term I was
introduced to the
Orchestra and the
Military Band. During
that first week, I was
also given a tenor
saxophone to play in the Big Band (having never played one before)
and joined the School Choir. Before coming to King’s I didn’t actually
like singing, but with the encouragement of my singing teacher I
am now planning to take Grade 6 singing in the Summer. Since
being here I have also taken and passed with Merit, Grade 8 on the
clarinet.
At my previous school I took part in a two concerts a year; at
King’s we can do more than that in a single week! I relish the
opportunity to perform so frequently and this has immensely
increased my confidence as a performer. Some of my performing
highlights from King’s have been Swing into Spring, the Fête
Champêtre and the end of term concerts. I have also been lucky
enough to perform in the Royal Albert Hall as part of Handel’s
Youth Messiah with the School Choir last year. A lot of the
experience I have gained from King’s has also come from watching
other musicians. Since I have been at King’s, the Military Band have
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been to see the Mountbatten Festival of Music in 2014 at the Royal
Albert Hall. This was a fantastic eye-opening experience for me as I
was considering joining the Royal Marine Band at the time. With
the help of my clarinet teacher, Mr Lambton (an ex Royal Marine
himself), I managed to get a place on an acquaintance course run
by the Royal Marines Band in the Summer of 2014. I thoroughly
enjoyed this experience; however, after a lot of deliberation I no
longer felt the RMBS would be the right path for me. During my
time at King’s I have also had the opportunity to watch the Opera La
Finta Gardiniera in Plymouth.
King’s has not only been an outstanding experience for me with
regard to music but also in supporting my academic studies. The
support from the subject teachers has been unparalleled, with
numerous workshops and revision sessions available.
With so many music commitments, there have been times when
it has been hard to strike a healthy balance, but I have managed. I
now get a real “buzz” from working under pressure and feel the
challenges King’s has given me have prepared me so much.
At the end of this term I am hoping to play the 2nd movement of
Mozart’s Clarinet Concerto with the Orchestra. Additionally, I will
also be playing Artie Shaw’s Clarinet Concerto in the Leavers'
concert. The frequency and standard of King’s performances have
inspired me which has led to my decision to take a gap year to
travel to London for lessons with a professional clarinettist from the
Guildhall School of Music and Drama; though this would not be the
case if it weren’t for the contacts of Mr Gorodi and Mr Marshfield. I
am now preparing for auditions for various conservatoires in
London in November/December this year.
Words cannot describe how grateful I am to the OBA for their
financial support towards my scholarship, without which I would
not be here. Nothing could have prepared me better for what I
want to do and I can’t believe my two years as a King’s pupil are
almost at an end.
The Old Brutonian 2015 - www.oldbrutonians.com
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500th anniversary

We all have different journeys through King’s; as pupils
and Old Brutonians or teachers or parents or governors
or maybe all of those. My journey today was modest in
distance, but spanned centuries in time, as I hit the
brakes on the first day of the Easter holidays to re-acquaint
myself with the School. I took in walls, windows and
doors, corbels, consoles and crenellations, Plox House,
Old House, the Mem Hall, the Millennium Circle and
dolphins, lots of dolphins. I sat at the Dovecote and let my
eyes and mind wander over the School as it lay before
me and wondered about all the footfalls of all the
journeys of all the players in the 496 year history of our
wonderful school; 496 years and counting.
Richard Fitzjames, John Fitzjames and John Edmunds,
our founders; what had been their journey to opening a
new school in Bruton? They probably would not recognise
Bruton from my vantage point on the Dovecote and
would they have dared to dream that their vision would
yield such a legacy, surviving and prospering for half a
millennium and beyond?
My own King’s journey began in March 1988 when
Tony Beadles invited me to join the staff, becoming, over
the next twenty-seven years, a teacher then Second
Master then Deputy Head, an honorary Old Brutonian,
the father of two Old Brutonians and next, the director of
our 500th celebrations. I’ve shared my journey with
thousands of others and as I sat at the Dovecote, I
thought about the tries scored and conceded, the lessons
taught in Paddock and Wyndham, the concerts, the
queue of ‘bustees’ outside my door, the plays, cricket on
Hyde with the sun sinking, walking to St Mary’s on
frosty mornings, the School Song, the Inter-house Music
Competition, the legends, the heroes, as well as the
occasional villain, the sense of community and place
unique to King’s Bruton and more. What will we, who
shared that journey, do? What legacy will we leave?
The Headmaster has written elsewhere in this
magazine of the legacy of the 400th anniversary
generation, something which we have all taken for
granted at some time or another, the Memorial Hall;
they bequeathed it to help us on our King’s journey. The
Fitzjames uncle and nephew, John Edmunds, James Lyon
and Lord Blackford all helped pave the way for our
journeys. What can we do for those who follow us?
Not many schools can boast of heritage the length of
ours. Many of our greatest rivals are babes of the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries; very few schools in
the south-west have our longevity. I hope 2019 can
therefore be a catalyst, for us to challenge ourselves to
renew acquaintances, to forge new friendships, to raise
significant amounts of money so that we can leave a
legacy that others in the south-west look on and think
“Wow”. J R R Tolkien wrote that “the road goes ever on”; I
hope that we can, with endeavour, teamwork and
passion, pave that road for those that follow us on their
King’s journey.
I’ll be in touch.
Gareth Evans (Hon. OB) Deputy Headmaster
Please send news and photos to oba@kingsbruton.com

FRIDAY FUTURE FOCUS

Informal talks for the Sixth Form given by Old Brutonians

Once or twice a year we invite Old Brutonians to return to
speak to the Sixth Form at the Friday Future Focus talks.  This
time it was the turn of Milly Deaney and Dan Osborne.  Milly
left King’s in 2006 and after a year travelling to far-flung parts
of the world, she read Environmental Geoscience at Cardiff
University.  After attaining her Masters, she was then offered
the chance to do a PhD in Earth Sciences.   She spoke with
interest and humour, including showing pictures, not only of
her time at King’s, but her gap year travels, as well as her year
spent at Miami University and the research that she is
currently undertaking at Cardiff University.
Dan took a very different route after King’s.  A rugby scholar at
school, he left King’s in 2007 to read Sports Science at
Chichester University.  Despite doing well in his first year, the
pull of earning money beckoned and when he was offered the
opportunity to work in the restaurant business, he chose to
leave the lecture theatres behind him.  He spent the following
years working in restaurants including becoming a qualified
sommelier and running a multi-million pound restaurant in
Notting Hill, London.  As he said “food and drink took over my
life” and when he was offered the chance to leave the
restaurant industry behind him in order to work in
recruitment, he jumped with both feet.   He now works as a
Consultant at Argyll Scott, specialising in Sales & Marketing
and still plays rugby regularly.
Over 50 of our Sixth Form students spent an hour listening to
these thought-provoking and contrasting accounts of life post
King’s, where the over-lying message from both speakers was
the importance of hard work.  The session culminated with
questions and answers and Susie MacDonald, Head Girl,
presenting both speakers with gifts of King’s commemorative
mugs, detailing the names of significant names, buildings and
pitches throughout the school.
Grateful thanks to both Milly and Dan for their highly
inspirational words and for giving up their Friday evening to
return to King’s.  If you are interested in coming to talk to the
pupils, please contact Gilly Bunday at oba@kingsbruton.com.
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LETTER from the HEADMASTER
Dear Old Brutonians,
The Old Brutonian London Lunch this year was memorable for the great company, good food and wine, but also for the
official announcement of our preparations for the 500th anniversary of the School in 2019. Gareth Evans, the current
Deputy Head, will be taking on the crucial role of 500th Director from September 2015 and I invited Gareth to follow me
in addressing the Old Brutonians present at the lunch. Gareth had explained to me, in 2009 during my first term as
Headmaster of King's, just what 2019 meant to him. He said to me: “Headmaster, I am passionate about 2019”. This
passion is what King’s needs for a successful 500th celebratory campaign.
I am grateful the Governors have decided that a new Music School will be built on the derelict swimming pool site
opposite Old House to celebrate our 500th anniversary in 2019. Music is flourishing at King’s, but our musical success is
taking place in cramped and outdated facilities. Music is therefore flourishing despite the facilities and not because of
the facilities. The planned Music School will have a 100-seater recital hall, practice rooms, classrooms, a percussion
room and facilities for Music Technology, along with storage and office space. The site will develop what is currently a
fenced off area of the School and integrate Abrahall’s Tower with Old House courtyard and open up the historic core of
the School.
The site also contains our Fives and Squash courts and these will be relocated ideally next to the existing Fitzjames
Sports Hall. The new Squash courts will have retractable dividing walls so that the space can be used for Drama and
Dance lessons and not just used for Squash.
This is an exciting and ambitious plan to celebrate 500 years of this wonderful School. My predecessor, David
Norton, announced at Speech Day in July 1914 that the School was going to build a new assembly hall for 1919.
Tragically the Great War intervened, but we still have our Memorial Hall and this is an iconic King’s building. We are
looking to construct a building that will leave a similar legacy for generations of King’s pupils. I want the Headmaster
in 2115 to be faced with the challenge: Memorial Hall 1919: Music School 2019. What can we match in 2119?
Our 500th anniversary will require a level of fundraising not recently attempted at the School. We will need to raise
at least £1m to make the building affordable and we will all need to work together as a community of Old Brutonians,
ex-parents, current parents, staff and current pupils to do what we can in support. There will be a series of events to
celebrate 2019 and I anticipate the new Music School will have a Royal opening as well as there being a major Service in
St Paul’s Cathedral, London; there is much to do, but there is so much to be excited about.
The School continues to thrive and is as busy as ever. We are proposing to extend Arion House so that the three girls’
houses, Priory, Wellesley and Arion, will all be of similar size. The School was full for girls for the first time in its history
last September but I am encouraged that recruitment of boys is still very high with our largest number of boys going
into the four boys’ houses for many years this September.
Our U16 girls excelled by reaching the National Indoor Hockey Finals for the third successive year, this time losing
narrowly to The Perse School in the semi-finals on penalty flicks. We have a very strong U17 year group of boys and the
1st XV will be the team to watch next year as will the 1st XI who are currently having an excellent season.
As I have said, our Music is on a high and our full choir numbers over 70. The Chapel Choir is gaining a growing
reputation for excellence and has just sung choral Evensong at Wells Cathedral to much acclaim. There is not enough
space in my letter to do justice to all that is going on at King’s but please follow our news on the website, Facebook or
Twitter.
As you will see from page 24 it is a busy time for Old Brutonians getting married. For those of you who attended the
lunch, you might also be interested to hear that Ashley Marshfield (Director of Choral Studies) who led the rendition of
Carmen Brutoniense last December, marries Kerri Day on 15th August this year.
You are always welcome to return to King’s and to your House. It is indeed your School and I look forward to seeing
as many of you as possible joining us as we build towards the 500th anniversary of this ancient and Royal Foundation.

Best wishes,
Ian Wilmshurst
Headmaster
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UPPER SIXTH LEAVERS 2014

BACK ROW (LEFT TO RIGHT): Jack Corbett, Dominic Baldwin, Alex Wicking, Charles Allen, Raymond Karago, Sam Hughes, Toby Stevenson,
Max Montgomery, Ross Valentine, Charlie Auckland, Alex Hung, Jamie Ronda, Dan Crockatt, Adam Attewell, Oliver Pearce

MIDDLE ROW (LEFT TO RIGHT): Ed Lawson, Charles Smith, Will Robinson, Ben Carretta, Will Tuson, Jamie Finlayson, George Collett,
Carlos Munoz-Rojas, Charlie Berkeley, Harry Harman, Harry Charlier, Elliot Rutter, Dane Yeandel, Philip Claas

FRONT ROW (LEFT TO RIGHT): Tabatha North, Kate Pollitt, Rebeka Finch, Andrea Wurtenberger, Eiko Mitsui, Bethan Jackman, Enfys Evans,
Wiebke Kroschel, Rebecca Ffooks, Elissa Barber, Ellen-Jane Robinson, Flora Jackson, Gloria Leung

Not present: Arslan Aliev, Alex Gavrilov, Mahad Khawaja, Fabrice Le Blanc, Anna Nesterova, Tatyana Pachina, Bartie Pitt-Brown, Artem Voronov,
Sharon Xu, Angel Zeng, David Zhu
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